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FOREWORD 
This report presents the final results of one of the 46 projects comprising the military-effects 
program of Operation Plumbbob, which included 24 test detonations at the Nevada Test Site in 
1957. 

For overall Plumbbob military-effects information, the reader is referred to the "Summary 
Report of the Director, DOD Test Group (Programs 1-9), " ITR-1445, which includes: (1) a 
description of each detonation, including yield, zero-point location and environment, typ   of de- 
vice, ambient atmospheric conditions, etc.; (2) a discussion of project results; (3) a summary 
of the objectives and results of each project; and (4) a listing of project reports for the military- 
effects program. 



ABSTRACT 
Surface level and abovegrouad static overpressures, near-surface differential pressures (pitot- 
tube), and near-surface total pressures were measured on a low-burrt-height nuclear explosion 
(Shot Prise ilia) 700 feet, 36.6 kt). Gages were placed at ground ranges from 450 feet to 4,500 
feet, with a concentration of measurements in the high-pressure region. Blast switches, which 
measured arrival time only, were placed at several ranges, the closest at 100-foot range. Us- 
able records were obtained on 39 of the 47 electronic channels. 

A precursor wave formed near 500-foot ground range, and dissipated between 2,000 and 2,500 
feet.   Shot Priscilla shock velocity agrees with the ideal except between 500- and 2,000-foot 
ranges where it exceeds the ideal.   Computed preshock arrival surface temperatures ar? signif- 
icantly higher than those computed for Shot 12, Operation Teapot. 

At high pressures, overpressures agree well with those predicted over an ideal surface, al- 
though surface maxima are depressed below the ideal curve.   Maximum precursor overpressures 
out to about 1,000 feet are approximately one tenth the peak overpressure and dec -ease with 
ground range at about the same rate as the peak overpressure. 

Total-head pressures obtained in the Mach reflection region agree with the ideal until 850 feet. 
From 850 to 2,500 feet, peak total pre£ ^ure is significantly higher than the ideal. 

Maximum differential pitot-tube pressures are higher than predicted over an ideal surface. 
Maximum differential pressure is computed from total-head pressure and overpressure meas- 
urements.   Maximum dynamic (air-plus-dust) pressure computed from Mach number and sur- 
face overpressure is lower than ideal at close-in stations, agrees with ideal at mid-ranges, and 
exceeds ideal at 2,500 feet and beyond. 

Differential pressure wave-form classifications based on the degree of deviation from the 
corresponding overpressure wave form indicates that at close-in scaled ground ranges total-head 
pressure wave forms follow fairly closely those of the overpressure.   The greatest deviations 
are concentrated between 450 and 900 feet scaled ground range and 100 and 300 feet scaled burst 
height. 

Comparison of Hess' stagnation bubble theory with precursor phenomena suggests that this 
theory can be used to describe precursor formation. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1   OBJECTIVES 

The basic objective was to obtain data on the variation with time and ground range of over- 
pressure and dynamic pressure resulting from a mclear explosion.   Particular emphasis was 
on phenomena in the regions of high pressure (above 50 psi) and disturbed (non-classic) blast 
waves.   A secondary objective was to provide detailed data on blast arrival time versus ground 
(or slant) range, especially at close-in ground ranges. 

The experiment was designed to provide data and subsequent analyses to serve three purposes: 
(1) to extend the range of predictions of nuclear air-blast effects to include higher pressure 
ranges; (2) to provide data for correlation wirb other shots; and (3) to provide input data for 
other projects concerned with both aboveground and underground phenomena. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Pressure studies similar to this project have formed a part of practically all nuclear military- 
effects tests.   From the results of such projects have come generalized prediction techniques for 
military applications and for operations planning.   Cumulative data taken in regions of low pres- 
sure (less than 10 psi) and normal blast waves are satisfactorily precise for any known purpose; 
information is lacking, however, in regions of high pressures (greater than 50 psi) and nonideal 
wave forms. 

Beginning with Operations Buster-Jangle (Reference 1) and Tumbler-Snapper (Reference 2), 
it became obvious that for weapons in the 20-kt range at moderate heights of burst, serious 
disturbances occur in wave forms and peak pressures at pressure levels above 8 to 10 psi.   Be- 
cause of higher-than-normal propagation velocities of these disturbed waves, these phenomena 
were denoted by the general term of precursor. 

Results of Program 1 studies of precursor phenomenology on Operations Upshot-Knothole 
(Reference 3) and Teapot (Reference 4), and results of other tests permit reasonably accurate 
prediction of precursor phenomena over a limited range of yields.   Limited information is avail- 
able on peak pressures and wave forms at pressures above 100 psi because of high incidence of 
damage to conventional structures  and gage towers subjected to very high pressures.   Operation 
Teapot experience indicated, however, that gage mounts and towers could be designed to with- 
stand blast-wave inputs where overpressures were in excess of 250 psi which meant that pres- 
sure measurements could be taken in regions of very-high pressures with greater probability of 
success than hitherto possible 

It has recently been required that consideration be given to construction of both aboveground 
and underground structures more resistant to blast than have been previously considered fea- 
sible for overall planning.   It has become necessary, therefore, to provide structural planners 
with predictions of free-field leads to be expected in very-high pressure regions,  including peak 
values, wave forms, and duration in time and space.   This project was designed to help fulfill 
these needs. 



1.3   PRESSURE PHENOMENOLOGY AND THEORY 

Rigorous mathematical analyses have been made (References 5, 6, and 7) which describe 
adequately spherical shock-wave phenomena from a nuclear explosion in free air.   However, 
pirturbations introduce«Uw ^BJMfeg«? -w^aa itj^expoaed to intense thermal radiation before 
and during the blast wave, aMt fmf&rMfty^NSXnt&ft&ace is dust-producing, often make 
direct application of these analyses impossible. 

1.3.1   Precursor Formation.   Many mechanisms of precursor formation have been postulated; 
however, none has fully explained all of the observed phenomena.   Most of these postulates are 
based on the assumed existence of a relatively thick thermal layer near the surface prior to 
blast-wave arrival, caused by the fireball impinging on the surface.   It has been difficult to 
explain how this thermal layer is formed in the time before blast arrival; attempts to measure 
pre-shock air temperature near the ground surface have been inconclusive. 

It appears now that there may be an alternativ J explanation for the close-in precursor region, 
i.e., the region of Types 1 and 2 surface-level overpressure wave forms (see Appendix B and 
Reference 4).   Theoretical considerations suggest that a thermal disturbance is formed when a 
threshold, determined by the rate of heat transfer from the ground to the medium, is passed. 
According to the inverse square law for thermal radiation and the time dependency of radiant 
flux, this threshold is not exceeded at all points simultaneously; normally the time will be a 
function of ground range.   Hence the disturbance will have an apparent propagation velocity 
which at some points may be extremely high. 

At greater ground ranges this threshold is not exceeded, but by this time the disturbar ce 
(precursor) has far outrun the main blast wave, raising behind it a thick thermal layer caused 
by convective transfer of thermal energy from the surface (and surface dust) to the medium. 
Here, the mechanism may revert to distortion of the main pressure wave as observed photo- 
graphically in full- and model-scale tests. 

The stage of this mechanism at a given ground range controls the rise time ard wave form at 
that range.   Pressure-time wave forms observed at various ground ranges on a precursor- 
forming shot, such as Teapot Shot 12 (Reference 4), show a relatively orderly development of 
various types of wave form throughout the precursor region, eventually developing into an es- 
sentially classic wave form at distant ground ran   »s.   The appearance of these wave forms 
implies that no distortion would be expected at ve.y-short ground ranges; and, in fact, some 
pressure-versus-time records which are essentially classic have been obtained in close-in 
regions.   If this is true, it may be expected that very-high dynamic pressures (with respect 
to ideal pressures) observed in the precursor zone do not exist at very-close ground ranges and 
that here the flow conditions, in general, approach those of the ideal case.   These close-in ef- 
fects importantly affect the predictions of loading and damage in the high-pressure regions. 

As stated previously, one of the obvious characteristics of the precursor wave form is its 
abnormally high propagation velocity.   Arrival times, obtained by pnotographic methods, are 
available on many shots on which pressure-time data are not available.   Arrival-time data from 
a large number of shots fired at the Nevada Test Site have been analyzed in conjunction with wave 
form data (see Section 2.1).   There is definite evidence from this analysis that it is possible to 
predict the ground range for precursor formation and the types of overpressure wave form to 
be expected for a wide range of heights of burst and yield.   The same analysis can be extended to 
describe the shot geometr       quired for precursor formation. 

The emphasis given in this study to prediction of precursor formation and characteristics is 
engendered not only by the necessity for reasonably accurate prediction of overpressure and 
dynamic pressure but also by the importance of the pressure-time wave form in the establish- 
ment of damage criteria.   This is true for aboveground and underground structures. 

The subsurface accelerations produced by passage of a blast wave over the surface are af- 
fected significantly by the wave form and the rise time of the blast wave.   Some knowledge of 
this wave form is therefore necessary to predict underground effects on structural elements or 
on experiments where acceleration forces are important. 

12      ■-*-. 



1.3.2  Effects of Dust upon the Precursor.   Field tests of atomic weapons consistently indicate 
that precursors are accompanied by flews of dust clouds moving behind the precursor wave front. 
Time-sequence photographs of precursor waves indicate that typical flow patterns during early 
development can be represented as shown in Figure 1.1.   The oblique shock generated from the 
leading edge of the visible dust cloud indicates that the flow of air is at least partially diverted 
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over the dust cloud.   An analysis of precursor-type flows caused by a layer of air which is pre- 
heated by thermal radiation before shock arrival ind^ates that under certain conditions the layer 
cannot be a throughgoing layer but must be accumulated into a bubble under the Mach stem as 
shown in Figure 1.1 (Reference 8). 

With addition of heat to a compressible flow the total pressure must decrease, and the total 
or stagnation density must decrease even more (Reference 9).   The requirement for bubble for- 
mation is that the total pressure of the heated layer must be less than the down-stream pressure 
of the external flow.   Therefore, the process of bubble formation described in Reference 8 can 
be enhanced by the raising of dust within the bubble leading to rapid absorption of thermal radia- 
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tion, even though the heat is added after shock arrival.   It may be that only a small part of the 
.eat absorbed by the dust is absorbed after it is raised into the air.   Possibly the predominant 

mechanism for heating the bubble is a thin layer of dust, heated to a very high temperature on 
the ground prior to shock arrival, raided and mixed into the bubble. 

The presence of dust in the bubble shown in Figure 1.1 is certain tc affect the shape of thc- 
bubble and therefore the flow over it.   Since the dust which is raised into the bubble has art initial 
relative velocity, the circulation within the bubble (discussed in Reference 8) is affected by the 
initial momentum of the dust.   The addition of dust increases the density of the mixture and 
therefore effects changes in internal pressure gradients and bubble shape.   Intense thermal 
radiation on the dust-laden bubble may significantly increase its temperature, decrease the 
density, and thereby alter the shape and size of the bubble.   This is indicated by the air density 
measurements obtained at Teapot (Reference 10), which increased after the arrival of the first 
shock, then decreased to values lower than ambient upon arrival of the dust cloud. 

It is probable that the addition of dust greatly enhances the development of a bubble-type pre- 
cursor.   In fact, dust may be necessary for the existence of this type of precursor if preheating 
of the air (see Reference 1) is not sufficient.   It is not known whether most of the dust is raised 
by the initial formation of the bubble and carried out to greater ground ranges, or if there is a 
steady flow of dust into the front of the bubble.   If the second condition exists, precursor devel- 
opment over surfaces which are uniformly dusty should be more complete than over surfaces 
which are dusty in patches.   For the first condition, only the surface near ground zero needs to 
be dusty for this effect to be important in precursor development. 

In any description of dust effects, whenever the dust may be considered to be in velocity and 
temperature equilibrium with the air, only the ratio of dust to air density influences the flow, 
i.e., the flow is independent of particle size.   Particle size is of importance, however, when 
equilibrium does not exist; drag and heat transfer coefficients for particles depend upon their 
size during the flow around objects.   Furthermore, it can be shown (Reference 11) that for flow 
of a mixture of ga^ and particles which can be considered to be in velocity and temperature 
equilibrium, th^ mixture may be treated as a gas, so that 

1 + m 

where R' is the effective gas constant of the mixture,   R is the gas phase constant, and m is 
the ratio of mass flow of particles to the mass flow of gas.   Also, 

where IC   is the ratio of the specific heats of the mixture,   K is the ratio of specific heats of the 
gas phase, and n is m times the ratio of specific heat of particles to specific heat of the gas 
phase, both at constant pressure. 

1.3.3   Effects of Dust upon Dynamic Pressure.   Rankine-Hugoniot equations describing the 
relationships between overpressure and dynamic pressure hold true in regions of classical shock- 
wave behavior, at least immediately behind the shock front.   However,  in the precursor region 
measured dynamic presr.res are usually much higher than would be calculated Irom measured 
overpressure and Rankine-Hugoniot relations; and no fixed quantitative relationships between 
these two pressures have been established.   Even a cursory examination ol measured dynamic 
pressure versus time in the precursor region shows rapid variations of dynamic pressure not 
associated with similar variations of overpressure.   It is not known whether the high dynamic 
pressure and the variations bet 'een overpressure and dynamic pressure result from excessive? 
particle velocity or from increased density caused by suspended dust, but it is probable .hat 
both contribute.   This contention is supported by the results at Teapot (Reference 10).   At pres- 
ent there appears to be no method of distinguishing between the effects of velocity variation and 
dust variation, and consequently no method of calculation of either function from fest data. 
Efforts at independent measurement of these parameters, using the beta densitometer and cen- 
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tripetal density gages, have been almost completely unsuccessful.   In any case, it is concluded 
that the influence of suspended particulate matter and/or increased particle velocity are closely 
tied to the design of the measuring instrument employed. 

Although it is clear that dust cannot be raised from the ground by aerodynamic forces with- 
out alteration of the flow of air, increments in measured values of dynamic pressure which are 
charged to dust effects have been attributed to increased density alone with the implied assump- 
tion that air flow is unaffected by the raising of the dust. 

That this assumption can be misleading is illustrated by an interesting example.   If a shock 
in air travels down a tube with velocity 

Vs = 3KRT! (1.3) 

the normal shock equations yield 

Po 
= 2.3 

However, for the same value jf Vg: if a layer of dust on the floor of the tube is raised by 
the shock and becomes uniformly mixed and in eq. .librium with the air downstream of the shock; 
if the final mass flow of dust is one half the flow of air; and if the specific heat of the dust is 
equal to that of air; then (using equations from Reference 11) 

Ap 

Po 

_q 

h 

= 4.5 

= 3.6 

These figures indicate that a 50 percent increase in density due to dust causes a greater in- 
crease in dynamic pressure than in overpressure behind a shock because of the effect upon the 
flow of air. 

Dynamic pressure is usually determined by measuring the difference between total and static 
pressure.   When an appreciable amount of dust is suspended in a flow of gas, the value of total 
pressure which is measured depends upon the shape and size of the probe and the shape and 
size of the dust particles.   This is due to the fact that the particles are not in velocity equili- 
brium with the gas in the vicinity of the probe.   As the probe size increases and the particle 
size decreases, the particles follow the gas-flow pattern more closely.   For the limiting case 
(and for lov Mach number),  the large probe senses a total pressure, 

pt = ps+lPgv2+iPpv2 d-4) 

where p^  is the gas density and pp is the mass of particles divided by volume of mixture.   As 
the probe size decreases and the particle size increases the particle trajectories become closer 
to straight lines in the vicinity of the probe, with less deviation due lo air drag.   In the limit, 
the small probe senses a total pressure, 

pt = Ps + JPgV2 (^ 
near the inlet ci the total pressure tube, and 

P, = Ps +  -i PgV2 +PpV2 (1.8) 

far downstream of the inlet. 
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The effect of suspended particles upon static pressure is found by kinetic theory to be 

no. of particles 5r Ap ^ 
volume 

RT (1.7) 

Since the number of suspended particles is much less than the number of gas molecules, 
suspended dust contributes negligibly to static pressure.   However, the static pressure (aloiig 
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Figure 1.2  Error in calculating Mach number after 
moving shock because of suspended dust (m m n;. 

with all other gas properties) can be changed appreciably as the particlec are ingested into the 
flow and before they attain velocity and temperature equilibrium with the gas. 

1.3.4  Mach Number in Dust-Laden Air.   In analysis of pressure effects from nuclear explo- 
sions, it is desirable to determine the afterflow Mach number (the ratio of the flow velocity to 
the )ocal velocity of sound) as a function of time and space.   Information on Mach number is 
necessary for (1) purposes of gage compressibility correction, and (2) the determination of the 
drag coefficients of various targets or target shapes. 

Using pressure measurements which may be obtained in the field, there are four ways to 
determine M2, the afterflow Mach number; they are: 

/M 1. To measarelp-M'n the afterflow - f1(M2) 

(i.e., total pressure method) 

2. To measure/--j = f2(M2) 

(i.e., overpressure method) 

3. To measuref-^-J= fa^) 

4. To measure shock velocity from arrival times = f4(M2). 

Since there is a large error in calculation of M2 by Method 3, and since there is not sufficiently 
detailed arrival-time data from previous shots for use of Method 4, only the first two methods 
will be discussed.   Each of the two methods cited is affected by suspended dust in a different 
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manner.   Also, there are fwo alternate definitions of M- based upon the speed of sound in clear 
air (M2) or the speed of sound in the mixture (M2*) as shown by Appendix E, Reference 11. 

Since the free-stream conditions are affet ted by suspended dust, both methods must consider 
these effects.   The mixture is in equilibrium approximately 1 foot or 1 msec after shock arrival; 
outside this region the mixture may be considered to be a new medium with the ratio of specific 
heats, gas constant, and speed of sound (Reference 11) determined by only two parameters. 

m (1.8) = Pd and n = £ä£lL^8t) 
pa pacp (air) 

In addition, the total pressure method is affected by the fact that a gage correction for dust 
must be applied to measured Pt (References 10 and 12).   The correction depends upon particle 
shape and size and upon gage shape and size.   In addition to the dynamic pressure of the air the 
probe senses Np^ V2, where N is the dust registry coefficient, and 0*CN^1. 

The relationships of M2 and M* to the total pressure in the afterflow are (Reference 11): 

M^ = 
V2 

KRT,    " (K - 1) fe) 

K- 1 
K - 1 (1.9) 

where 

^2      (mK4l)V^ 
^    =        KRT2 

2(mK + 1) 
K- 1 m 

K - 1 
K(m + 1) 

- 1 (1.10) 

m hi 
p 

}    - NmKM^ 
82/ 

(1.11a) 

= n^_ 
s^ 

NmK 
mK + 1 

(M2 (.lib) 

The starred quant    es refer to measurements in the presence of dust. 
The Mach numbers may aiso be related to the overpressure across the shock. 

M^ = 
mK + 1 

21^2 (m + IV K 
ra 

K- 1 
K (m + 1) Ap 

) 

(1.12) 

»2 
(M2) 

(mK + I)2 

m + ^(-SXi^ira) 
(1.13 

In Equations 1.9 to 1.13 the specific heat of the dust has been assumed to be equal to the specific 
heat (at constant pressure) of air, i.e.,  m = n. 

A comparison of errors in calculating M2 and M2  by the total pressure and overpressure 
methods is indicated in Figure 1.2.   In each case M2 (calculated) results from arbitrarily setting 
M = 0 in Equations 1.9 to 1.13.   The Mach correction on Pt is negiecteo,  which affects this error 
analysis only if M    1 and then only slightly.   The plots shown in Figures 1.2b and 1.2d u^ing Ms 
(calculated) rather than M2   (calculated) seem to be superior from an error standpoint. 

Other reasons for using MT rather than M2  are that: 
1.   Near an obstacle the real Mach number is less than M2  and greater than M2 because ihe 

dust is not in velocity equilibrium with the air; therefore, using M2 avoids over-correcting for 
Mach number. 
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2.   Physically,   M2 is the Mach number in the afterflow if the dust were removed.   Any re- 
sponse other than that caused by M2 should be attributed to the dust directly and not considered 
to be a Mach correction; this additional response depends upon the size and shape of the particles 
and the obstacle, which are not flow properties. 

It should be pointed out that the total-pressure method requires measurement (or knowledge) 
of two quantities (P^2, Ps ) and possibly a third quantity (angle, depending on probe used),   where- 
as the overpressure method requires only one me surement, Ap, and no corrections.   However, 
in regions of thermal layers, bubble formation, and supersonic flows, the total-pressure method 
is more generally valid. 

The conclusion is that the best coi^romise for Mach nu: iber calculation is to calculate M. 
(not Mj) by the total-pressure method, that is, using Equation 1.9. 
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Chapter 2 

PROCEDURE 
In planning an experiment of this type it is necessary that peak values be predicted with reason- 
able accuracy so that suitable gage settings may be selected.   It is also necessary to determine 
expected frequency components of importance so that proper choice of instrumentation may be 
made.   Even more Important in fhis project was the prediction of air-blast phenomena to form- 
ulate pretest predictions of underground phenomena to be measured by others (Projects 1.4, 
1.5, and Program 3).   In these measurements, the expected wave forms and rise times greatly 
affect the magnitude of some of the underground phenomena. 

For early planning for Shot Prise ilia, essentially empirical extrapolations of scaled Teapot 
Shot 12 and Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 data were prepared.   These peak values were used in the 
selection of ground ranges for gage stations for this and other projects.   Although some of the 
shot parameters were changed after ti   se ground ranges w?re selected, only minor modifications 
to the experiment plan were necessary. 

2.1   PREDICTIONS 

2.1.1   Precursor Formation Criteria and Overpressure Wave Forms.   Peal: pressure am1, 
wave-form predictions were based on the prediction of both the ground range ol precursor forma- 
tion and its various stages ot development.   The criterion for precursor fornation was derived 
from an empirical analysis of precursor arrival times developed in the interpretation of results 
of Operation Teapot.   The analytical procedures leading to correlation of arrival time and wave- 
form data are presented in Reference 4; results of that investigation may be summarized as 
follows: 

Arrival times of the precursor wave during its early stages of development obey the empirical 
equation 

tj = Cs Hl/2 R3/2 (2.1) 

where tl is the A-scaled1 arrival time in seconds,   H the A-scaled height-of-burst in feet,   R 
the A-scaled slant range in feet, and Cs a constant depending on the type of surface (Table 2.1). 
Equation 2.1 is consistent witn data on nine precursor-producing shots as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Using the constants of Table 2.1, correlation of arrival time data was achieved in the pre- 
cursor region, provided the iurface-level overpressure wave form was Type 4 (see Appendix B 
and Reference 4) ur less.   When wave form was plotted as a parameter in this correlation, Type 
1 wave forms extend to a scaled slant range corresponding to 

R -- 2.8 < 10~3 (2.2) 

Other wave torm classifications overlap on an A-scaled slant-range basis and hence correspond 
to a diflerent scaling criterion. 

For a particular surlace and scaled height-of-burst, the range at which the precursor forms 
may be found from the intersection of the tj curve.  Equation 2.1, and the ideal arrival-time 
curve.   Using the Frenchman Flat constants and the shot conditions for Priscilla, the ground 
tauge for precursor formation was predicted to be 600 to 650 feet. 

A-.scaling i.s the use ol \\' 3 scaling to normalize al) values to 1 kt at sea level. 
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The extent of the Type 1 wave-form region may be determined from Equation 2.2,   Since both 
Equations 2.1 and 2.2, and the ideal arrival curve are functions of A-scaled height-of-burst and 
slant range, a height-of-burst chart may be constructed for precursor formation and the extent 
of the Type 1 wave-form region.   Figure 2.2 shows the results of these calculations for an aver- 

TABLE  2.1    SURFACE CONSTANTS FOR VARIOUS 
NTSSURF\CES 

Surface CSI A-scaled 

Frenchman Flat area 
Yucca Area 
Asphalt, Teapot Shot 12 
Asphalt. Teapot Shot 6 

f^-sec 

6.10 > 10 
5.85 x 10 
5.42 x 10~? 

5.17 x 10"T 

age Nevada Test Site (NTS) desert surface, i.e., the average of Frenchman Flat and Yucca areas. 
Although the surface-constant analysis yields a distinct difference between these two areas, this 
difference is small; and for the purpose of consolidating wave-form material, the average sur- 
face constant was used.   Also shown in Figure 2.2 are wave-form data from 14 shots over NTS 
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Figure 2.1   Initial precursor arrival times as function of height of burst. 

desert surfaces.   Underlined numbers indicate wave-form types derived from Ballistic Research 
Laboratory (BRL) mechanical gage results during Operation Teapot (Reference 5).   Observations 
of Type 1 wave forms are in agreement with the computed region; wave forms of higher order, 
when viewed in toto, fall into definable regions on the height-of-burst chart. 

The Type 1+ and Type 2- are shadings of the parent wave forms (see Appendix B).   Type 1 + 
indicates a first peak only slightly less than the second, and Type 2- indicates peaks of equal 
magnitudes.   Parentheses indicate some doubt about wave-form type either due to posbible gage 
malfunction or to similarity between some wave-form types. 
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In Figures 2.1 and 2.2 shot yields, to the nearest kt, are indicated at their corresponding 
height-of-burst.   The almost random order of yields demonstrates the nondependency on yield 
per se; that is, yield dependence comes about only through A-scaling. 

Figure 2.2 forms the basis of wave-form prediction.   Table 2.2 gives predicted surface-level 
overpressure wave forms for Prise ilia preshot A-scaled height-of-burst (197 feet). 

TABLE  2.2    PREDICTED SURFACE-LEVEL OVERPRESSURE 
WAVE   FORMS AT SELECTED GROUND RANGES. 
SHOT PRISCILLA 

Ground Range 

ft 

450 
550 
650 

1,650 
2,000 
2.500 
3,000 
3,500 
4,500 

Wave Form 

0 

0 

1 
1 

I* or 2- 
3 

lor 5 
6 

7 or 8 

2.1.2   Peak Overpressure.   From the standpoint of A-scaled burst height, Priscilla is close 
to Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 (202 feet A-scaled), although the yield of the latter detonation was 
only about 15 kt.   The predicted peak overpressure curve presented in Figure 2.3 is based 
largely upon data from the Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 and Teapot Shot 12.   From ground zero to 
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Figure 2.2   Height-of-burst chart for surface-level overpressure wave 
forms, NTS desert surface (Priscilla wave forms circled). 

the beginning of the precursor (600- to 650-foot ground range), the prediction was computed 
from the standard free-air data and ideal reflection factors.   It should be noted that ideal Mach 
stem formation occurs at about 600 feet also; however, it was likely I   it for this high yield, a 
thermal Mach would form at a smaller range.   From 150 to 30 psi, composite   Upshot-Knothole 
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10 data points were used; but, to account for yield dependence, the curve was depressed about 
10 percent in this region.   From 30 to 8 psi, an average curve through the Teapot 12 (desert) 
and Upshot-Knothole lö data was used.   Also, ideal peak overpressures were used from 8 to 
1 psi. 

To make the predictions more useful to other projects, it was suggested that approximate 
deviation limits be assigned to the curve.   These limits, based upon the magnitude of the scatter 
of available data, are shown in Figure 2.4. 

2.1.3  Peak Dynamic Pressure.   For predictions of peak dynamic pressure, it was decided 
that in the region of regular reflection (less than 600-foot ground range) the pressure would be 
based upon ideal behavior of shock wave as shown in Figure 2.5.   In the Mach reflection region, 
use was made of the ratios of measured-to-ideal peak dynamic pressure observed on Teapot 12 
(desert).   These ratios, coupled with the ideal curve for Priscilla, gave the prediction of Figure 
2.5 beyond 600 feet.   In the region of Mach stem formation, data from Operation Redwing (Ref- 
erence 13) indicate that measured values should "fair" into the ideal curve; however, the pre- 
diction curve was not changed in this region.   Referring to Figure 2.5, it is necessary to point 
out that peak dynamic pressures predicted there correspond to measurements obtained using the 
conventional blunt-nosed (Sandia) pitot-static tube and correcting the measurement for Mach 
number and pitch angle based upon Cornell data (Reference 14).   Finally, it must be recognized 
that although the total-head gage of new design was used at ground range stations closer than 
1,000 feet, the equivalence of the new SRI gage and the Sandia pitot-tube gage was not established 
prior to the test. 

2.2  INSTRUMENTATION 

2.2.1   Central Station.   All channels of instrumentation were essentially identical to those 
used on previous operations (Reference 3).   Wiancko balanced variable-reluctance pressure 
transducers or Ultradyne variable-reluctance pressure transducers were connected  through 
modified Wiancko equipment to William J. Miller Corporation oscillograph recorders.   Provi- 
sions were included for applying automatically a synthetic calibrating signal to each channel 
immediately prior to zero time for purposes of comparison of the final deflection on the record 
with the deflection produced by the same signal at the time of calibration.   A highly accurate 
timing signal of 100 and 1,000 cps was also applied to all recorders simultaneously from a single 
source, having a time accuracy of better than 10 parts per million.   This provided means for 
accurate time correlation of events on separate records. 

The prime power supply for all instruments during the shots was a bank of storage batteries. 
Suitable converters were used to produce   115 volts for those components requiring this power 
source.   An individual converter was used for each rectifier power supply, thus minimizing the 
probability of gross failure aue to converter failure. 

^orty-seven gage channels were connected, of which twelve were connected to dual recording 
systems consisting of one galvanometer on each of two recorders.   These dual channels were 
assigned to minimize loss of data due to any single recorder failure.   On five of these twelve 
channels, one of the galvanometers had a natural frequeicy of 300 cps.   The channels incorpor- 
ating one 200-cps galvanometer were used on gages where the uncertainty of the predicted peak 
was greatest jnd where the expected signal would not be degraded appreciably by the reduced 
frequency response of the lower-frequency galvanometer.   Since there was an appreciable dif- 
ference in the sensitivity of Uie two galvanometers thus used on a single channel, a wider range 
of inp >* signals could be accommodated without loss of data. 

Instruments were powered at given times before zero time by Edgerton, Germeshausen, and 
Grier (EG^iG) relay circuits, with lock- n relays controlled by a time-delay relay, allowing 
continued operation for approximately one minute after zero time even though EG&G relays 
dropped out sooner.   Utmost attention was paid to circuitry and procedures to insure maximum 
reliability of operation.   Dual relay contacts or dual relays were used wherever feasible.   A 
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multipen recorder was connected to provide a record of operating time and sequence of various 
elements so  hat any failure might be traced to its source in a posttest study. 

'To minimize possible damage from heavy transient currents flowing at zero time (the induc- 
tion signal or electromagnetic pulse) the signal circuit of each gage channel was grounded during 
zero time.   A number of multicontact relays were used with one contact connected between each 
signal lead and ground.   Circuits were arranged so that these relays were energized at approxi- 
mately -5 seconds and were de-energized after a short delay by the signals from an uG&G blue 

IOOO r- 
800 

1500 2000 2500 5000 5500 

GROUND    RANGE    (FT) 

Figure 2.5   Predicted maximum dynamic pressure, Shot Priscilla. 

box mounted above the shelter.   The blue-box signal results from the detection of the bomb light 
by a photocell.   This protection system was used successfully on Operations Upshot-Knothole 
and Teapot. 

The recording shelter,  F-223, housed all central station equipment used for this project as 
well as for Projects 1.4, 3.5, and 1.7.1.   The recording shelter was buried to a depth sufficient 
to reduce the integrated radiation dosage within the shelter to below 10 r.   This radiation level 
had been chosen to represent that which would preclude fogging of the Type 809 recording paper; 
for more information on radiation logging, see Reference 15. 

2.2.2   Pressure Gages.   Blast  Gage.    At pressure levels below approximately 200 psi, 
Wiancko pressure gages mounted at the center of a 17-inch-diameter cast aluminum baffle were 
used to measure surface-level overpressure.   This baffle was cemented flush with the earth's 
surface and was held in place with a buried anchor.   At high pressure levels, a gage similar in 
principle but different in construction to the Wiancko, manufactured by Ultradyne Manufacturing 
Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico, was mounted in a 9-inch heavy steel baffle set flush with 
the surface of a concrete abuur.ent. 

Subsonic   Pitot-Tube  Gage.    The pitot-tube gages for measurement of aboveground 
overpressure and dynamic pressure were a modified form of the Sandia-Wiancko pitot-tube gage 
used on Operation Teapot (Reference 2).   On that operation some of the gages failed to operate 
satisfactorily during the latter part of the positive phase because dust entered the gage mecha- 
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nlsrn itself and, in some cJises, was carried into the gaps between the armature and the coil 
forms.   For Operation Plumbbob, the gage design was changed to provide more indirect entry 
to the gage cavity itself and to allow use of a more effective filter to remove the dust collection 
(Figure 2.6).   This increased the fill time of the gage cavity but did net appreciably affect the 
overall response time of the differential gage system since that is primarily determined by the 
difference in fill time of the two cavities.   The pressure entry into the second gage used for 
overpressure was not modified. 

The pitot-tube gages were mounted identically to those used on Operation Teapot (Reference 
4), since this mount had proved satisfactory on that operation. 

Supersonic  Total-Head Gage.    The Sandia-Wiancko pitot-tube gage described above 
was designed primarily for use in flows less than Mach 1.   The hemi&pherical shape of the nose 

DIFFERENTIAL 
TRANSDUCER 

FILTER 

Figure 2.6  Modified Sandia-Wiancko subsonic pitot-tube gage. 

of this gage and the location of the side entry ports caused the correction for Mach number to 
become large at Mach numbers above approximately 0.9.   Wind-tunnel calibrations are available 
up to this Mach number (Reference 14), but use of this gage in higher Mach flows required extrap- 
olation of the correction curve and resulted in serious probable errors in the reduced data.   In 
addition, the hemispherical nose caused the pitch or yaw corrections to be large, particularly 
for Mach numbers approaching unity. 

In the original planning of this experiment, a new gage was designed foi use in the supersonic 
region.   The basis of this design is described in Appendix C.   The final form of ihis gage is 
snown in Figure 2.7.   This gage is designed to measure total-head pressure only, with dynamic 
pressure derived during data reduction by subtraction of the overpressure measured nearby. 
The decision to measure total-head pressure was made because use of side ports on supersonic 
pitot-tube gages requires a very long space between side ports and the nose of the gage which 
would lead to instruments mechanically too wt-ak to withstand the loads expected in the high- 
pressure region.   Elimination of the side ports permitted UJC of shorter mountings with result- 
ant improved ruggedness.   Since the design of the gagr, provided a high degree of resistance to 
pitch or yaw angle effects, no separate pitch gages we re required. 

The towers supporting these and other aboveground gages were designed by the Program 1 
staff. Field Command, AFSWP.   They were essentially extrapolations of the designs originally 
made for similar towers on Operation Teapot where no tower failures were experienced.   Typical 
gage installations on towers are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. 

Pressure  Gage   Layout.    The gage layout (Figure 2.10 and Table 2.3) was designed to 
cover the regions of interest as thoroughly as possible and to make use of existing gage towers 
wherever possible.   The blast line followed the desert line of the Frenchman Flat area used for 
several previous shots (Upshot-Knothole 9 and 10, and Teapot 12), and ground zero was at the 
same location as for these shots. 
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TABUE  2 3    PROJECT 1.3 GAGE   LAYOUT 

STA QR 

7»'  p 
ez 

1 450'   Ä® 

2 500*  ÖO 

3 6 50*   <)<D 

4 730' 

5 850'   6<D 

6 1050'   OO© 

7 1350'   ÖOKD 

8 IG5C'   ö« 

9 2000'  i>9<D 

10   2500* 

I I   3000*   6« 

V*a> 
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Figure 2.10  Pressure gage layout. 

Station Ground Gage Predicted Galvanometer 
Number Range Code* Peak Frequency 

ft psi C| ps 

0 OB 1,500 300 

1 450 IB 750 300 
1Z3 1,320 300. 300 

2 550 2B 600 300 
2Z3 1,150 300, 200 

3 650 3B 450 300 
3Z3 1,450 300 

4 750 4B 320 300 
4Z3 1,240 300. 200 

5 850 5B 200 300 
5Z3 1,000 300, 200 

6 1,050 6B 100 300 
6Z3 730 300, 300 
6Q3 630 300 

7 1,350 7B 50 300 
7Z3 465 300, 300 
7Q3 415 300 

8 1.650 SB 33 300 
8P3 33 300 
8Q3 270 300 
8P10 33 300 
8Q10 270 300. 300 

9 2,000 9B 21 300 
9Z3 175 300 
9P3 21 300 
9Q3 155 300 
9P10 21 300 
9Q10 155 30C, 300 
9F3 — 300 

10 2.500 10B 12.5 300 
10Z3 71 300 
10P3 12.5 300 
10Q3 56 300 
10P10 12.5 300 
I0Q10 56 300. 300 
i0F3 — 300 

U 3,000 11B 8.4 300 
11P3 8.4 300 
11Q3 21 300 
11P10 8.4 300 
11Q10 21 300. 300 

12 3.500 12B 8.3 300 
12P3 8.3 300 
12Q3 7 300 
12P10 8.3 300 
12Q10 7 300. 300 

13 4,500 13B 6.5 300 

* Station number, gage type   and gage height.   B = surface-level, 
baffle-mounted pressure gage; P = side-on (overpressure) compo- 
nent, pitot-tube. Q ■ subsonic pitot-tube. dynamic pressure, and 
/. ■ supersonic total-pressure gage. 
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Station locations were chosen on the basis of early predictions of peak overpressures and to 
correspond to pressure levels of interest to other projects.   At ground ranges beyond 2,000 feet, 
station locations were chosen to utilize existing towers. 

Surface-level air pressure v"*? measured at all stations including a station near ground zero. 
Total stagnation pressure (dynam c pressure plus overpressure) was measured with the super- 
sonic total-head gage mounted at 3-ioot height at all ground ranges between 450 and 1,350 feet 
and, for correlating purposes, at 2,000 and 2,500 feet.   Dynamic pressure and overpressure at 
3- and 10-foot heights were measured by the standard pitot-tube gage at all ground ranges be- 
tween 1,650 and 3,500 feet and, for correlation purposes, at 3-foot heights at 1,050- and 1,350- 
foct ground range.   The overlap between the two methods of measurement of dynamic pressure 
was introduced to obtain direct evidence of their correlation. 

2.2.3  Arrival Time Gage.   Blast switches with a high degree of accuracy in recording arrival 
times were included on this project for extension of arrival-time data normally available from 
press ire-time records. 

The arrival time switches consisted of a one-inch hollow cube of brass sheet, with a thin 
glass plate (microscope slide cover) forming one side of the cube (Figure 2.11).   This plate was 

Figure 2.11  Arrival time switch. Figure 2.12  Arrival time switch mount. 

supported on two opposite edges by the brass box, the other two edges having a minimum of 
clearance but no support.   A strip of conducting paint was applied to the inner surface of the 
glass plate and was contacted by two light spring contacts insulated from the box.   Tests showed 
that the glass would break and open the circuit within 50 ^usec or less when subjected to a blast 
wave of over two or threo psi.   Precautions were taken both in the design and installation of the 
switches to avoid re-closu.e of the circuit after it was opened by the breaking of the glass.   Pull- 
out connectors we/e used at the switches themselves, and at the point where the cable left the 
surface of the ground, on aboveground switches. 

The switches were mounted with the glass plate on a side of the bo^ at rignt angles to the line 
to ground zero to minimize thermal effects (Figure 2.12).   All portions c   the switch and exposed 
wiring were covered with aluminum foil for the same purpose.   At stations where there was an 
instrument tower, abovtground switches were clamped to the pitot-tube gage.   Where no fixed 
tower was available, aboveground gages were mounted on light wooden towers arranged so that 
the switch projected about three feet forward from the base and so that the "toe" of the sloping 
wave-front would not move the mount before the front arrived at the aboveground switch.   No 
effort was made to protect the switches or mounts from the blast wave — the majority of them 
were expected to be destroyed after they operated. 

Twenty-six of these switches, with suitable resistors in series with each, were connected in 
two parallel groups of thirteen each to a single three-conductor cable to form a balanced half- 
bridge circuit.   The bridge was supplied by a bank of 24-vült storage batteries.   The physical 
layout was designed to connect successive switches on opposite sides of the line, so that in op- 
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eratlon, the bridge would be unbalanced successively in alternate directions.   Two such groups 
of 26 gages were installed. 

The pulses produced by the successive operation of the switches vere recorded on a magnetic 
recorder running at 60 in/sec, along with a 10-kc timing signal on a ti ird channel.   The system 

1Z 1500' 0' 

1150 

1253' 

ISSO'O 

1900 't 

1650* 0   * 

1800' 6 

2000* Q   X   ® 

O     SURFACE   LEVEL 

X       3   FT 

®      10 FT 

2250' Q 

2500' (S   X   ® 

3000* Ö   x   9 

Figure 2.13  Arrival time gage layout. 

was designed for playback of the record at 15 in/sec onto an oscillograph recorder running at 
100 in/sec, for optimum time resolution. 

The line on which these gages were located is coincident with the other blast line and is shown 
separately (Figure 2.13) for convenience only. 

2.2.4   Beam Devices.   The two beam devices, at 2,000- and 2,500-foot ground range, whose 
loadings were recorded on Channels 9F3 and 10F3, were those which were installed un Operation 
Teapot, Project 3.2 (Reference 4).   The Teapot experiment was repeated to obtain better records 
than were recorded before, particularly in the later part of the trace.   It was hoped that more 
accurate data would be obtained by providing foil shielding for the gages so that sensitive elements 
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of the transducer and its mount would not be heated by reflected thermal radiation after zero 
time.    Figure 2.14 shows a general view of one of these structures. 

2.2.5   Gage Coding.   To identify channels and recorded traces with their proper gages, a 
coding system was adopted.   Station numbers were assigned to each ground range on each blast 
line.   These numbers were used as a first part of the gage code.   The second part of the gage 
code was a letter indicating the type of measurement.   In this project, B was useH for air-blast 
overpressure measured by conventional fiu-face-level baffle-mounted gages; P for air-blast 
overpressure measured as the side-on component of the pitot-tube gage; Q for measured dynamic 
pressures with the .subsonic pitot-tube gages; and Z for total pressure measured by the super- 
sonic total-head gage-   A third part of the gage code, where necessary, indicated the height of a 
gage above the surface in feet,   lypical gage code numbers then would be: 8B, a blast gage at 

Figure 2.14  Beam device. 

Station 8, surface level; 9Q10, a dynamic (differential) pressure gage at Station 9,  10-foot height, 
and so forth. 

2.2.6 Instrument Response.   Response time of the pressure-gagp recording system was 
determined by the characteristics of the recording galvanometers.   The (nominal) 300-cps gal- 
vanometers had an actual undamped natural frequency of from 200 to 230 cps and were similarly 
damped, giving a nominal rise time of approximately 1.8 msec.   Since the rise time of the Wiancko 
and Ultradyne transducer,  when properly adjusted,  is appreciably smaller than either of these 
figures, the transducer frequency response does not enter into the characteristics of the final 
records. 

The Wiancko gage system is basically flat down to steady-state conditions.   To avoid drift 
due to temperature changes, or to changes m ambient pressure, the lower-range gages, however, 
are provided with a "bleed plug" in the gage casing.   Thus, any pressure difference between the 
Inside and outside of the case is equalized over a period of several seconds.   The time constant 
of this bleed plug is ad, isted to a minimum of 30 seconds so that it will have no effect on the re- 
cording of a blast wave of normal duration.   As a consequence, the low-frequency response of 
the gage system may be considered as completely flat. 

Response time of the arrival-time blast switch system is not yet proven completely, but it is 
believed that a time resolution of 25 ^sec can be obtained.   This resolution time permits fina' 
reduction of data to a degree of precision not attainable by methods use<.i in the past. 

2.2.7 Calibration.    Each pressure gage was calibrated in the field by the application of several 
values of static pressure after the nage had Leen installed in its final location and connected to its 
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associated equipment.   After the shot, a postshot calibration was performed on all possible gages 
to check stability of the system. 

In the calibration procedure several pressures,  ranging from zero to well above the expected 
peak, were applied to the gage in sequence.   For each pressure the galvanometer deflection was 
noted and recorded.   In addition, the deflection caused by an artificial signal injected into the 
gage circuit was recorded.   From the former deflection, a » alibration curve of deflection versus 
pressure was constructed; the latter deflection served to correct for any changes of sensitivity 
in the recording system between the calibration and the final tests, since an identical signal was 
injected on the final record about 10 seconds before zero time. 

2.3   FIELD OPERATIONS 

Field operations were concurrent with and were performed by the same personnel as those 
for Projects 1.4, 3.5, and the instrumentation phase of 1.7. A common recording shelter was 
used, and the data channels were intermingled; common cable trenches were used in most cases. 

The field crew arrived at NTS approximately 2 months before the scheduled shot data.   The 
severe general flood of the Frenchman Flat area flooded the excavations made for the gage tower 
placement; these holes had to be redug. 

The recording shelter was ready for occupancy on April 26 and eauipment was installed in 
approximately one week.   Cable trenching, which took about 2 weeks, was late in completion; 
this made it necessary to carry out field calibration of gages in piecemeal fashion.   It is not 
certain whether this procedure had any effect on the accuracy of the calibrations, but it is 
certainly not optimum. 

With calibration and gage placement completed, the instrument shelter was "buttoned-up" 
during the late evening of D-1 day. The shot, originally scheduled for June 15, was fired on 
June 24, 1957. 
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Chapter 3 

RESULTS 
3.1   INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE 

Of the 47 normal electronic recording channels installed on this shot, 39 channels produced 
usable records, although 5 of them were incomplete due to cable breaks during the positive 
phase.   In addition, the records from the force gages on the Teapot 3.2 beam devices produced 
records so large that the significant portions of the records were off the paper and lost. 

Of the 8 channels producing no records, 6 were lost due to failure of one oscillograph recorder 
to pull paper throughout the run.   This machine ran for about 10 seconds (until -5 seconds) be- 
fore the recording paper tore and jammed.   One gage was apparently destroyed by the induction 
signal.   Another gage (9Z3) gave no response, for undetermined reasons. 

The 2 channels of arrival-time gages, consisting of a total of 52 gage circuits, developed 
too much noise to be read on the directly recorded traces, although some useful data can be ob- 
tained from playback of the magnetic tape records. 

Mechanically, there was no shock or blast damage to any central station equipment, and the 
only gage tower used on this project which showed blast damage was that at 2,500 feet, a guyed 
40-foot tower.   This tower was bent at a point approximately 20 feet from the ground but not 
broken.   The 10-foot tower at 1,650 feet, which had been moved intact, showed that the founda- 
tion had moved slightly in the loose backfill.   At the 3-foot towers at 450, 550, and 650 feet (the 
closest towers to ground zero), the soil covering the cable entrance to the tower foundation was 
scooped away by the bl?st exposing the cables at this point, even though the loose soil piled on 
the foundation to cover arrival-time cables was still in place.   This appears to have been the 
source of at least some of the cable breaks.   It emphasizes the necessity for precautions in 
cable installations in high-pressure regions. 

3.2   DATA REDUCTION 

3.2.1  General.   After each gage record was identified on the oscillograph, it was "read" 
(inches of deflection of the trace versus time) with an electromechanical reader, Benson-Lehner 
Oscar Model J.   The reader output was fed into an IBM card punch, which produced the data 
cards.   These deflection-versus-time data cards, along with the appropriate calibration data 
cards, were processed on an IBM 650 electronic computer.   The reduced data were in the form 
of pressure-versus-time listings corresponding to each gage record.   The plots of these listings 
were the primary data upon which this report was based. 

The magnetic tape upon which the blast-switch data was recorded was played back at the home 
laboratory.   The playback was at one-eighth the speed used in recording and included a 10-kilo- 
cycle timing signal from the same oscillator providing timing to the pressure-time records. 
At zero time, the timing signal wao lost for about two msec, apparently due to tape saturation 
by the transient induction signal; however, as indicated by the direct signals, the timing oscilla- 
tor did not stop.    Fortunately, the paper speed is constant, and one can measure back to zero 
with some confidence. 

The records from the blast-switch gages were rather difficult to reduce due to false arrivals 
caused by intermittant electrical shorts occurring in the switch case shortly after shock arrival. 
However,  with the aid of arrival-time data from the pressure-time records,  it was possible to 
obtain some useful data from the magnetic tape playback. 
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3.2.2  Gage Corrections and Auxiliary Calculations.   At a meeting of the nucle?   -blast- 
measurement agencies called early in 1958 by the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project 
(AFSWP/, the several agencies explained their problems and agreed upon a common course of 
action for the future (Reference 16).   These agencies included Sandia Corporation (SC), Stanford 
Research Institute (SRI), Ballisiic Research Laboratories (BRL), and Naval Ordnance Labora- 
tory (NOL). 

It was recognized by all the meeting participants that the measurements that had been made 
in dusty blasts were questionable,   and even if fully understood, would not completely answer 
the structural engineers question,  "What will be the expected free-stream forces that will act 
on a structure at a given distance from a given yield and burst geometry?"   The meeting results 
which are most pertinent to Project 1.3 data-reduction procedures are reviewed here. 

In referring to the data recorded directly by the Project 1.3 gages (i.e., pitot-static differen- 
tial gage, SRI total-head gage, and surface-level baffle gage), standard nomenclature will be 
used (Appendix A).   It has been decided that this is the nomenclature to be used on all future 
reports on blast pressures to avoid misunderstanding. 

For the pitot-static gage and the total-head gage, the value of the dust-registry coefficient, 
n,   is unknown.   For this reason probably more than for any other, the measurements made 
with these gages in dusty blasts are highly suspect.   It is reasonable to assume that the dynamic 
pressure values that have been obtained do not include the total dust contribution to the dynamic 
pressure, and just what percentage of the total they do include is unknown.   Consequently, qc 

cannot be determined from the measured values, which give the sum (q   + n^)'  and n^ is un- 
known.   Only the Greg and Snob gage results, for which n is known approximately, offer hope 
for reclaiming the bulk of the data obtained in dusty regions.   Unfortunately, Greg and Snob gage 
measurements are few and far between, therefore, the bulk of the available data must be reduced 
in a manner consistent with the amount of information now available, i.e., assuming the dust- 
registry coefficient is unknown. 

On Plumbbob, Project 1.3 data included measurements of:(l) Apg'; (2) qc' (= [App - Ap']) for 
clean air; (3)   Ap   - Ap*' = qj   (= [qc + ^d^ ^ for c*usty air' ^ AV J &) App' for clean air; and 
(6) Ap*' for dusty air.   In the above, (1) refers to the ground baffle overpressure gage, (2), (3), 
and (4; to the Sandia pitot-static gage, and (5) and (6) to the SRI total-head gage.   In this discus- 
sion it is assumed that all flows were dusty, and q*'  and Ap* only will be discussed. 

Ground-Baffle Overpressure   (^Pg' )•     It is assumed that the ground-baffle over- 
pressure is unaffected by dust and Mach number or direction of the flow; therefore, these data 
are used without correction. 

Differential Pitot-Tube Pressure   (q*').    The Mach numk  r of the flow is calcu- 
lated using the method outlined in Section 1.3.4, where Pt = qc' + Ap ' + P0 aud Ps = Ap    + P0. 
The Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (Reference 14) has calibrated in their wind tunnel a model 
of th* field pitot-tube gage.   The results of these clean-air measurements present gage correc- 
tions as a function of angles of pitch and yaw to ± 45 degrees and as a function of Mach number 
to M = 0.85.   Since no pitch or yaw measurements were taken on Plumbbob, the qc'  measure- 
ments can only be corrected for Mach number   > produce q*. 

Pitot-Tube Overpressure   (Ap*').    Once the Mach number has been calculated as 
explained in Section 1.3.4, the pitot-tube overpressure c i be corrected for the gage (Reference 
14) to produce Ap*. 

Total-Head  Pressure   (Ap«').    The SRI total-head gage was designed on the basis of 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) wind-tunnel tests (References 17 and 18). 
These tests indicated that for pitch and yaw angles of t 18 degrees and Mach numbers up to 1.26 
the gage corrections for clean air were less than 3 percent; hence, it was decided that pending 
further wind-tunnel and/or shock-tube tests of the gage, no correction should be applied.   The 
totai-head gage measurements were used to compute Mach number and then q* from th    -elation 
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As outlined in Reference 16, the data from Project 1.3 were processed as follows: 
1. At each station, q* and M2 are calculated as if the air were clean.   The error will be 

small in regions of light dust loading and larger as dust loading increases.   Whe.i these calcu- 
lations use the 5-foot-high total-head data and the ground-baffle overpressure, no ga0e correc- 
tions are applied.   When it is necessary to use the pitot-tube data for obtaining M-»   the gage 
corrections (Reference 14) must be applied to obtain q^ and Ap*; then, a new calculation of M^ 
is made. 

2. Where possible, q* as obtained from the pitot-tube data will be compared with the total- 
head (Apj - Apg)' data. 

3. For gages located above 3-foot elevation, the side port values of Ap should be used to 
obtain qj. 

4. At 2,000-foot ground range (SRI Station 9), Project 34.1 made some measurements with 
Snob, Greg, and pitot-static gages.   These data will be used to determine the approximate dust 
registry coefficient of the pitot-tube. 

3.3 GAGE RECORDS 

Figures 3.1 through 3.10 present the significant portions of the gage records obtained on Proj- 
ect 1.3.   The records are arranged by gage type in the order (1) surface-level baffle, (2) pitot- 
tube static port, (3) total head, and (4) pitot-tube differential port.   All records are plotted from 
the listings obtained from the computer; no smoothing of the original records was done. 

These records represent the primary data upon which this report is based. 

3.4 WAVE  FORMS 

Reference to the gage records of Figures 3.1 through 3.10 indicates that in a purely qualitative 
sense the forms of the records change considerably with increasing ground range.   Thus, before 
discussing the qualitative results of the measurements, the wave forms will be investigated for 
evidence of effects of surface conditions and burst characteristics upon the blast wave. 

The classification of the wave forms separates logically into two main groups, one dealing 
with the overpressure-time measurements, and the other with those measurements involving 
dynamic pressure.   In the SRI Teapot report (Reference 4) some success was experienced with 
classification of overpressure-time wave forms; the classification system which was devised 
allowed for a consistent analysis of the bulk of the available data.   This overpressure wave-form 
classification is summarized in Appendix A, where typical examples are given.   The classifica- 
tion system for dynamic pressure measurements (Reference 4) has been revised and is presented 
in Section 4.4.5 of this report. 

Referring to the surface level overpressure wave forms of Figures 3.1 and 3.2, it is seen 
that the form at Station 1 (IB) is almost classic, exhibiting a rapid rise to a sharp pressure 
peak; however,  it may be argued that the rise time is noticeably longer than would be expected 
for a truly classic shock.   Nevertheless, the IB record is a Type 0 form by SRI notation.   Sub- 
sequent records of Figure 3.1 show the development of the precursor wave with increasing ground 
range; these are all Type 1 forms.   There is no significant change in form until Station 10 (10B) 
where it is difficult to choose between Types 3 and 4; Type 3 is chosen because there is a late 
prpssure maximum which is characteristic of this form.   Station 11 and 12 records (Figure 3.2) 
exhibit the "clean-up" forms. Types 5 and 6.   No Types 7 and 8 were observed because the 13B 
record was lost and measurements did not extend to larger ranges. 

Generally, the wave form for the aboveground overpressure records (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) 
follows the surface-level records rather closely.   The significant difference is that the above- 
ground records appear more "hashy" than do the surface-level measurements.   This may be 
due either to a real increase in flow disturbance above the ground surface or to the fact that the 
measurement was taken using a side port of the pitot tube where the tube itself couid disturb the 
flow somewhat. 

The total-head records of Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 indicate wave forms much like the over- 
pressure results.   The total-head records are a bit more hashy after Station 5 (Figure 3.6), but 

(Text continued on Page 46) 
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Figure 3.1   Surface-level overpressure versus time, 
Stations 1 to 8, Shot Priscilla. 
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the general forms are similar.   Turning to the differential ga^re records of rtgures 3.8, 3.9 and 
3.10, the picture is not as straightforward.   First, most o' the records begii with a short nega- 
tive onset, which indicates that the fill time oi the front port is longer than that of the side port. 
Therefore, the differential gage registered pressure on the rear end before the pressure signal 
arrived through the front port. 

Records 6Q3, 7Q3, and 8Q3 (Figure 3.8) show evidence of plugging with dust shortly alter 
signal arrival.   This plugging probably stops the flow of air at the front port so that when the side- 
on overpressure rises rapidly, the diiferential reading falls abruptly and later assumes the rela- 
tively constant positive plugged pressure after the o'     pressure has decayed.   This hypothesis 
is borne out quantitatively: the 6Q3 record shows an abrupt decrease in differential pressure near 
0.270 second of slightly less than 100 psi, whereas the 6B gage record (Figure 3.1) at this station 
indicates a rise of about 85 psi at the same time.   Also, the Station 7 (7Q3) and Station 8 (8Q3) 
records check similarly well with the rise in overpressure recorded at these stations.   The 
8Q10A record shows no definite evidence of dust plugging; it appears to decay to almost zero dif- 
ferential pressure as one would expect if the orifice were clear. 

As far as the wave forms of Figure 3.8 are concerned, the 6Q3 and 7Q3 records bear little 
resemblance to their overpressure counterparts, even befo.e the gages were plugged with dust. 
However, the much slower rise times observed on the differential gage records might well be 
attributed to the long fill time of the front opening.    For these two records, the best that can be 
said is that the peak recorded pressures can be associated with the precursor wave only, and, 
that if it were not for plugging, the recorded peak pressures would have been much higher.   The 
records at Station 8, although their form is similar to the corresponding 8P3 and 8P10 over- 
pressures, display a much shorter pressure plateau (before the rise to peak pressure) than do 
the overpressure forms.   From this result and the fact that the differential measurement is 
known to be sensitive to the dust carried along by the blast wave, it could be concluded that the 
dust precedes the main blast-wave arrival at this station. 

Proceeding to Figure 3.9, there is some evidence of dust plugguig on the 9Q3 record, but the 
remaining records show no such evidence.   The differential gage records at Station 9 (9Q3 and 
9Q10A) do not exhibit the same form as the overpressure records (9B and 9P3); that is, all sig- 
nificant portions of the pitot record can 13 identified with the precursor wave only.   At Station 
10 (Figure 3.9), the differential-gage record is similar in form to the corresponding overpres- 
sures (10P3 and 10P10).   In this case the arrival of the so-called main wave cannot be distin- 
guished. 

Finally, the wave forms of Figure 3.10 indicate a rather close correlation with their over- 
pressure counterparts.   At Station 11, although the two wave forms (IIQIOA and 10P10) are 
similar, the IIQIOA record exhibits a much larger increase in response upon arrival of the main 
shock, which is probably the result of entrained dust in the wave.   There is no evidence of plug- 
ging.   The Station 12 records (12Q3 and 12Q10) follow closely the overpressure (12P3) wave 
form.   The origin of the later peaks near 1.90 seconds on the Q records is unknown, but these 
will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

3.5   TABLES OF RESULTS 

The primary data obtained from all usable Project 1.3 records on Shot Prise ilia are contained 
in Tables 3.1 through 3.3.   The tables represent the as-read and A-scaled data; they include gage 
designation, ground raüge, gage height, arrival time, maximum pressure (precursor and main 
shock), time of maximum pressure positive-phase impulse duration (overpressure only), 
positive-phase impulse, and wave-form classification. 

For comparison with other nuclear detonations,  it is convenient to normalize the blast data 
for the Priscilla shot to a common base by scaling all values.   This procedure Involves reducing 
data to a standard atmosphere at sea level for 1 kt of radiochemical yield.   Conventio lal cube- 
root-yield scaling is used in conjunction with Sachs correction factors for atmospheric pn isures 
and temperatures at the gage (modified Sachs scaling).   The following scaling relations apply: 
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T/tßLE  3.1    OVERPRESSURE.   SHOT PRISCILLA 

CB, cable break at or near time of peak. CF. camera failure. NP, no precursor, NR. no record. 

Gage 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Arrival 
Time 

Maximum 
Precursor 

Time of 
Maximum 
Precursor 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Time of 
Maximum 
Pressure 

Positive- 
Phase 

Duration 

Positive- 
Phase 

Impulse 

Wave-form 
Type 

ft ft sec f>S sec psi sec sec psi-sec 

As-read 

OB 75 0 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
IB 43C 0 0.103 NP — 554 CB 0108 — — 0 
2B 550 0 0.116 39.2 0.118 366 CB 0-126 — — 1- 

.'iB 650 0 0131 31.4 0.134 342 0146 0149 12.2 
4B 750 0 0.146 26.0 0.150 229 0.175 0.164 10.1 
5B 8b0 0 0.163 256 0166 221 0.201 0.197 >li.2 

6B 1.050 0 0.201 20.5 0.223 104 0275 0314 >9.15 
7B 1.350 0 0.268 15.1 0.318 59.1 0394 0.357 662 
8B 1.650 0 0 350 15.7 0392 37.2 0.575 0.375 5.02 
8P3 1,650 3 0.351 20.3 0396 49.9 0.570 0.354 4.35 
8P10 1.650 10 0.355 13.0 0 382 50.1 0.575 0.395 >4.98 
913 2,000 0 0.475 14.2 0.492 31.9 0.815 0.570 5.8? 

9P3 2.000 3 0.477 18.4 0.535 40.3 0.805 0.568 >5.70 1 
9P10 2.000 10 CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 
10B 2,500 0 0.716 923 0.138 11.3 0.820 0.774 -4.54 3 
10P3 2.500 3 0.716 16.6 0.752 20.5 0830 0.749 6.86 3 
10P10 2.500 10 0.721 7.87 0.750 30.3 0.825 0.605 8.24 3 
11B 3.000 0 1.046 6.94 1.094 10.9 1.230 0.789 3.66 6 

11P3 3,000 3 CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 
11P10 3.000 10 1.048 6.85 1.115 13.1 1.215 0.807 >4.23 5 
12B 3,500 0 1.445 3.61 1.462 7.68 1.558 0.490 1.67 6 
12P3 3,500 3 1.445 3.89 1.464 8.77 1.558 0.675 3.07 6 
12P10 3,500 10 CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 
13L 4,500 0 CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochemical relea se at sea  evel 

OB — 0 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
IB 131 0 0.0298 NP — 615 CB 0.0312 — — 0 
2B 160 0 0.0335 43.5 0.0341 406 CB 0.0364 — — 1- 
3B 189 0 0.0378 34.9 0.0387 380 0.0422 0.043 3.91 
4B 218 0 0.0422 2«.9 0.0433 254 0.0506 0.048 3.24 
5B 247 0 0.0471 28.4 0.0480 245 0.0581 0.057 >3.59 
6B 305 0 0.0581 22.8 0.0644 115 0794 0.091 >2.93 
7B 392 0 0.0774 13.4 00919 65.6 0.1138 0.103 212 
SB 479 0 0.1011 17.4 01132 41.3 0.1661 0.108 161 
8P3 479 0.87 0.1014 22.5 01144 55.4 0.1647 0.102 1.40 
8P10 479 2.90 0.1026 14.4 0.1104 55.6 0.1661 0.114 >i.60 
9B 581 0 0.1372 15.8 01421 35.4 0.2355 0.165 1.87 

9P3 581 0.87 0.1378 20.4 0.1546 44.7 0.2326 0.164 >1.83 1 
9P10 581 2.90 CF CF cr CF CF CF CF CF 
10B 726 0 9.2069 10.2 0.2132 12.5 0.2061 0.224 >1.46 3 
10P3 726 0.87 0.2069 18.4 0.2173 22.7 0.2398 0.216 >2.20 3 
10P10 726 2.90 0.2083 851 0.2167 336 0.2383 0.175 2.64 3 

11B 871 0 0.3022 7.70 0.3161 12.1 0.3553 0.228 1.17 5 

11P3 871 0.87 CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 
11P10 871 2.90 0.3028 7.60 0.3221 14.5 0.3510 0.233 >1.36 5 
12B 1.016 — 0.4175 4.01 0.4224 8.52 04501 0.142 0.54 6 
r2P3 1.016 0.87 04175 4.32 0.4229 9.73 0.4501 0.195 098 6 
12P10 1,016 2 90 CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 
13B — — CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF 
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TABLE  3 x.    TOTAL-HEAD PRESSURE.   SHOT PRISCILLA 

CB, cable break, at or near time of peak, NP, no precursor, NR, no record. 
Time of Time of 

Gage 
Ground Gage Arrival Maximum Mixima.i Maximum Maximum 
Range 

h 
Height Time Precursor Precursor Pressure• Pressure 

ft sec psl sec psi sec 

As-read 

1Z3 450 3 0.103 NP — 848 CB 0.109 
2Z3 550 3 0.113 356 0.121 804 CB 0.126 
3Z3 650 3 0.131 231 0.140 559 CB 0.150 
4Z3 750 3 0145 1?5 0.152 530 CB 0.169 
5Z3 850 3 0 164 149 0.179 716 0.201 

6ZJ 1.050 3 0.201 104 0211 569 0 266 
7Z3 1.350 3 0 268 104 0.314 438 0.386 
9Z3 2.000 3 NR NR NR NR NR 
10Z3 2.500 3 0.719 190 0.736 42.7 0.758 

A-scaled to l-kt radiocbemical release at sea level 

1Z3 131 0.87 0.0298 NP — 941 CB 0.0315 
2Z3 160 087 0.0332 395 0.0350 892 CB 0.0364 

3Z3 189 0.87 0.0378 256 0.0404 620 CB 0.0433 

4Z3 218 0.87 0.0419 139 0.0439 588 0.0488 
5Z3 ?47 0.87 0.0474 165 0.0517 695 0.0581 

6Z3 305 0.87 0.0581 115 0.0610 632 0.0768 
7Z3 392 0.87 0.0774 115 0.0907 486 0.1115 
9Z3 581 0.87 NR NR NR NR NR 
10Z3 726 0.87 0.2077 21.1 0.2126 47.4 0.2190 

* Average of alternate and standard gages whenever possible- 

TABLE  33    DYNAMIC PRESSURE.   SHOT PRISCIL.IA 

NA, not able to determine  CF, camera failure. 

Gage 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Arrival 
Time 

Maximum 
Precursor 

Time of 
Maximum 
Precursor 

Maximum 
Precursor 

Time of 
Maximum 
Pressure 

Wave-form 
Type 

ft ft sec psi sec psi sec 

As-read 

6Q3 1.050 3 0.201 NA — 72.6 0.258 — 
7Q3 1.350 3 0.267 NA __ 62.8 0.370 lb 
8Q3 1.650 3 0.351 36.7 0.382 9f 0.480 1c 

8Q10 1,650 10 0.356 95.7 0.415 193 0.525 1c 

9Q3 2.000 3 0479 NA — 42.3 0.530 Id 
9Q10 2.000 10 0.483 NA — 128 0.740 Id 

10Q3 2.500 3 0719 NA — 19.9 0.746 3c 

10Q10 2.500 10 0.722 174 0.736 28.2 0.865 3c 

11Q3 3,000 3 CF CF CF CF CF NR 

11Q10 3.000 10 1.054 i.69 1.098 20.6 1.370 5c 
12Q3 3.500 3 1.446 C.50 1.462 2.81 1.890 6b 

12Q10 3.500 10 1.448 0.53 1.472 4.47 1.870 6b 

A-scaled to l-kt radiocbemical release at sea i level 

6Q3 305 0.87 0.0581 NA — 80.6 0.0745 „_ 

7Q3 ,**2 0.87 0.0771 NA — 69 7 0.1069 lb 

8Q3 479 0.87 0.1014 40.7 0.1104 109 0.1387 lc 

8Q10 479 2.90 0.1028 106 01199 214 0.1517 Ic 

9Q3 581 0.87 0.1384 NA — 47.0 01531 Id 

9^10 581 9.90 0.1395 NA — 142 0.2138 Id 

10Q3 726 0.87 0.2077 NA - - 22.1 0.2155 3c 
10Q10 726 2.90 02086 1 93 02126 31.5 0.2499 3c 
I1Q3 871 0.87 CF CF CF CF CF NR 
11Q10 871 2.90 0 3045 1.88 0.3172 22.9 0.3958 5c 
12Q3 1,016 087 0.4177 055 0.4224 3.12 0.5460 6b 

12Q10 1.016 2.SJ0 0.4183 0 59 0.4253 4.96 0.5402 6b 
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Pressure: 

Distance: 

Time: 

Impulse: 

Sp- 
14.7 

^     12881      I14-7)     lw/ 
l/» 

Where:    P0 = ambient pressure at the gage, psi 
T - absolute temperature at the gage, C 
W = total yield, kt. 

The modified Sachs correction factors for Shot Priscilla are listed below: 

Sp = 1.110 

Sd = 0.2904 

St  = 0.2914 

Si   = 0.3227 

In Appendix D are Teapot data (tables and plots) reprocessed by methods agreed upon by 
AFSWP, BRL, SC, NOL, and SRI at a meeting 12 and 13 August 1958, in Albuquerque, New 
Mexiro. 
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Chapter 4 

DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, Project 1.3 data are discussed under the following main subjects: (1) quantities 
derived f -om arrival-time data; (2) peak pressure measurements and Mach number calculations; 
and (3) precursor phenomena and predictions. 

The analyses and discussion of Priscilla results are supplemented by data from previous 
nuclear weapons-effects tests. 

4.1   ARRIVAL-TIME DATA 

Arrival time of the pressure wave at the electronic pressure gages is probably the least 
ambiguous of the quantities measured on Project 1.3.   Using these data and those obtained from 
the blast switches, it is possible to derive several useful quantities such as shock velocity and 
wave-front orientation. 

4.1.1   Arrival Time and Shock Velocity.   Arrival-time data from surface-level overpressure 
gages and blast switches on Priscilla are included in Tables 3.1 and 4,1, respectively.   These 
arrival-time data are summarized in Figure 4.1; included in the figure is the arrival-time-versus 
ground-range curve for an ideal surface and also the arrival times of the so-called main blast 
wave.   The curves indicate that at the first instrumented station (Station 1, 450-foot ground range) 
the arrival time agrees with that predicted over an ideal surface.   Also, since no precursor wave 
is apparent at this station, the first arrival is the main wave arrival.   At subsequent gage stations, 
the first arrival is the precursor wave.   As the curves of Figure 4.1 indicate, the precursor wave 
always precedes the ideal surface prediction, whereas the main wave arrival lags behind it; only 
at Stations 10, 11, and 12 (2,500-, 3,000-, and 3,500-foot ground range) do the main wave arrivals 
approximate those predicted over an ideal surface.   It is significant that the main wave arrivals 
show an abrupt change between Stations 9 and 10 (2,000- to 2,500-foot ground range); this will be 
discussed in Section 4.4, Precursor Phenomena.   It is worth noting that the arrival-time-versus- 
ground-range curve for the precursor uas a cusp near 500-foot ground range. 

To obtain shock velocity as a function of ground range, it is necessary to differentiate the 
time-of-arrival curve (precursor) of Figure 4.1.   This is done by a five-point numerical method 
outlined in Reference 19.   Since an upper bound for the residual of the expansion is not known, 
a maximum limit of the error term cannot be determined analytically.   However   from a prac- 
tical standpoint, an estimate of the total error can be made. 

Let total error be E + e, where E is the error inherent in the time-versus-distance curve 
(Figure 4.1), and where e is the error inherent in the numerical differentiation method used to 
determine shock velocity. 

The value of e may be determined as follows: In choosing tabular values of ground range 
from the curve, a reading error of ± 1 foot is assumed. Then considering the central point 
formula, the maximum error is 

emax = 150"/sec- 
Similarly, considering the end point formulas, the maximum error is 

emax = M67 ft/sec' 

for one pair of end points and 
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emax = 317 ^/sec, 

for the other pair. 
An attempt was made to examine the shock velocity in greater detail around the area of the 

cusp found on the arrival-time curve; however, the attempt increased the inherent reading error 
thr ;e-fold and the results were not reliable. 

The shock velocity versus ground range is listed in Table 4.2 and shown in Figure 4.2.    Also 
included on Figure 4.2 is the velocity curve derived from the arrival times over an ideal surface. 
It is evident that for the close-in ranges, less than about 300 feet, the computed trace velocities 
would agree closely with those predicted over an ideal surface.   However, near 500-foot range 
the Priscilla curve begins to deviate markedly from the ideal surface curve.   From overpressure- 
time data (Figure 3.1), it is concluded that the precursor developed between 450- and 550-foot 

TABLE 4.2    SHOCK CFRONT VELOCITY, SURFACE LEVEL, 
SHOT PRISCILLA 

Ground Shock Ground Shock Ground Shock 
Hange Velocity Range Velocty Range Velocity 

ft ft/sec ft ft/sec ft ft/sec 

113 17,717 1,319 4,267 1,941 2,550 
254 11,200 1,361 4,100 1,966 2,450 
349 8,283 1,401 3,942 1,990 2,350 
427 7,558 1,440 3,850 2,017 2,300 
503 7,633 1,478 3,750 2,046 2,218 
579 7,333 1,515 3,650 2,077 2,120 
649 6,775 1,551 3,558 2,106 2,065 
715 6,442 1,586 3,400 2,136 2,005 
778 6,158 1,619 3,233 2,165 1,980 
838 5,800 1,651 3,200 2,196 1,930 
894 5.433 1,683 3,150 2,228 1,880 
947 5,192 1,714 3,100 2,257 1,850 
998 5,000 1,745 3,058 2,286 1,800 

1,047 4,792 1,775 2,950 2,315 1,750 
1.094 4,633 1,804 2,900 2,346 1,700 
1,140 4,583 1,832 2,850 2,375 1,650 
1,186 4,550 1,861 2,808 2,407 1,600 
1,233 4,508 1,888 2,692 2,435 1,540 
1,276 4,342 1,915 2,658 2,463 1,480 

range, which is consistent with the sharp kink in the velocity curve of Figure 4.2.   It is signifi- 
cant that the Priscilla velocity curve, at ranges exceeding 2,300 feet, dips below the ideal- 
surface curve; the explanation for this is deferred to Section 4.4, Precursor Phenomena. 

4.1.2  Wave-Front Orientation.   The calculations involved in determining wave-front orienta- 
tion from arrival-time data can be described as follows: 

1. The as-read arrival times for each gage are corrected for differences in actual location 
of the surface and aboveground gages using the horizontal shock velocity (Figure 4.2) at each 
station.   This procedure assumes that all portions of the front are moving with the same velocity, 
an assumption which is verified when aboveground trace velocities are computed. 

2. Using the corrected arrival times and the arrival at the surface gage (or blast switch) as 
the station reference, the time interval (At) for each level is determined. 

3. The At values corresponding to each level are multiplied by the shock velocity to obtain 
A R, which defines the orientation of the wave front. 

The results of these calculations for Priscilla are shown in Table 4.3 and plotted in Figure 
4.3. 

The wave-front orientations derived from the close-in blast-switch arrivals are shown in 
Figure 4.3.   Since these measurements were taken in the regular reflection region, they repre- 
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sent the angle of the incident vave at these ranges.   The dashed line indic^te^ the geometric 
angle to the burst point at each station; it is evident that the computed orientations of the incident 
wave agree well with this geometric angle.   As the wave travels to increased ranges, the pre- 
cursor precedes all other phenomena and at 750-foot range (Figure 4,3) the characteristic "toe" 
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Figure 4.3  Wave-front orientation, Shot Priscilla. 

of the precursor wave front is evident.   At 850 feet, the effect becomes more pronounced with 
blast-switch and pressure-gage data yielding similar results.   At subsequent ground ranges 
(Figure 4.3), it is evident that the precursor angle decreases slowly.   From orientation data 
alone, one would conclude that the precursor wave is fully developed between ranges of about 
850 and 1,350 feet, whereas it begins to "clean up" rapidly between 2,000 and 2,500 feet.   It is 
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interesting to Rute here that between 2,000 and 2,500 feet the wave forms of overpressure-time 
records (Table 3.1) change from Tyyt 1 to Type 3, which indicates that the precursor wave is 
dissipating rapidly in this region. 

4.2   PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

4.2.1  Overpressure.   In early weapon-effects tests, because the pressure records were 
mostly classical in foru., it was possible to describe unambiguously the essential characteristics 
of the overpressure results using a few physical quantities such as peak pressure, positive- 
phase duration, and pressure impulse.   With these data, plo^s of peak pressure versus ground 
range, etc, were constructed and became the bases for military planning, damage analysis, and 
comparisons with other test results. 

More-recent tests have produced pressure records which are markedly non^lassicai in form. 
Thd classical physical qu?ntities seldom have corresponding counterparts on a disturbed (non- 
classical) air-blast recoru.   That is, a quantity such as peak overpressure loses much of its 
value as a dependable and useful parameter when, for disturbed blast waves, the maximum 
pressure may occur almo^: any time after blast arrival and may be associated with either a 
sharp-peaked or a broad-humped pressure rise.   For this reason, a revised method of data 
presentation was introduced in the Teapot report (Reference 4).   This method combined maxi- 
mum pressure data with data on wave-form classification; that is, associated with each datura 
pjint is the designation of the type of wave form from which the data are obtained. 

Maximum  Overpressure. Maximum overpressure data for Shot Priscilla are presented 
in Figure 4.4; also included in the figure is the peak overpressure over an »deal surface from 
Shelton's calculations (Reference 20) and the per^k precursor overpressures measured on Pris- 
cilla. 

It is evident from Figure   4.4 that, at the highesc recorded pressures, the Priscilla results 
agree well with those that would be predicted over an ideal surface.   The depression of peak 
overpressure measured at the surface, so characteristic of precursor-producing shots, is 
manifest on Priscilla beginning at Station 6 (1,050-foot range).   Except for data at 2,000 feet, 
the surfac 3 measurements are consistently le.-s ..ian indicated by the ideal curve.   It is expected 
that the measurements, if they had been obtained at ground ranges exceeding 3,500 feet, would 
eventually show approximate agreement with the ideal.   On previous shots this agreement was 
reached near 7 or 8 psi overpressure.   There is no apparent explanation for the agreement with 
the ideal surface curve at 2,000 feet; at this static     Type 1 wave form has reached the limit of 
its development and is about to change form. 

The aboveground pressure measurements all indicate higher peak pressures than those meas- 
ured at the ground surface; also, where 10-foot-level data are availible, they indicate even 
higher peak pressures than those observed at the 3-foot level.   This latter result is similar to 
observations from previous precursor-forming shots; however, the Priscilla Project 1.3 data 
show no significant wave-form differences with increased height aboveground, as has been ob- 
served in the past. 

The maximum precursor overpressure data from Priscilla shown in Figure 4.4 indicate that 
within ranges of about 1,000 feet of grou ^d zero the precursor pressures were about one tenth 
the peak overpressure and decreased with ground range at about the same rate.   However, from 
1,350- to 2,500-foot range the maximum precursor pressure decays very little, after which it 
drops off similarly to the peak-overpressure decrease with range.   Comparing the surface level 
and aboveground precursor aiaxima leads to no definite conclusions; although the maxima at the 
3-foot level are larger than at the surface, the data at 10 feet are all slightly less than at the 
surface.   It should be mentioned that in the wave-form classification system employed here the 
Type r> form is the last form to possess two maxima   one of which can be identified with the 
precursor wave,  '.P.,  Types 7 and 8 are both single-peaked forms.   Therefore, since the Pris- 
cilla records at 3,500-foot range are both Type 6 forms,  it is concluded that the data at 4,500 
feet, although lost, would have yielded no additional precursor-wave data.    Further,  it should 
be noted that ot all the   pressure measurements obtained on this project, the overpressure 
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measurements are nrobably least affected by the presence of suspended particulate matter 
(mainly dust) in the airflow.   This is a commentary on the sensitivity of the gage to entrained 
dust but says nothing of the role of dust in the formation and propagation of the precursor 
wave. 

Comparison  with  Upshot-Knothole  Shot   10.    To compare the Priscilla data 
with previous results, a logical choice appears to be Shot 10 of Operation Upshot-Knothole. 
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Figure 4.4  Maximum overpressure, Shot Priscilla. 

Thif latter shot was smaller in yield than Priscilla (14.9 kilctons compared with 36.6 kilotons), 
but was fired at almost exactly the same scaled burst height (204 jgainst 202 feet). 

The comparison between the two shots is shown pictorially in Figure 4.5, where the Priscilla 
curves from Figure \A are included as well as the Upshot-Knothole-10 data, scaled to Priscilla 
yield conditions.   Except for the closest station where the Upshot-Knothole gage was evidently 
overloaded,  Upshot-Knothole peak-overpressure data agree we'l with the Priscilla data out to 
about the 1,600-foot range.   However, between 1,600 feet and about 2,600 feet, the Upshot- 
Knothole data appear to fall significantly lower than Priscilla, recovering at the longer ranges, 
beyond 2,800 feet. 

Comparison on the basis of wave form is very consistent between the two shots.    For this 
scaled burst height (-200 feet) and yield interval one can expect Type 1 forms out to about  .,000- 
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fool range and no farther.   Also, it appears likely that one would have observed a Type 2 form 
on Priscilla if a gage had been positioned between the 2,0Cu and 2,500-foot stations.   Finally, 
looking at both Figures 4.4 and 4.5, it is evident that the changes from Types 2 to 3 to 4 occur 
in short intervals of ground range, which explains why it is rare that all three of these wave- 
form types are observed on a single shot. 

600 

2500 3000 3500 1500 2000 

Ground  Ronge,ft 

Figure 4.5  Maximum overpressure, Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 and Shot Priscilla. 

The maximum precursor overpressures shown in Figure 4 5 indicate that the Upshot-Knothole- 
10 pressures were somewhat higher than comparable Priscilla results.   The differences are not 
believed to be significant, and the decay of maxima with distance appears to be similar for the 
two shots. 

Overpressure  Decay  behind  Shock   Front.   An analytical representation of the 
overpressure profile (Reference 21) of the classical shock wave at a given distance from an ex- 
plosion is provided by: 

Ap = Apm (1 - t4t) e t/At 

Where:   Ap = the overpressure it time t, 
Apm = the peak value of overpressure at t = 0, 

t = the time measured from shock arrival, and 
At = the positive-phase duration of the blast wave. 

M) 
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Equation 4.1 is approximately valid for overpressure maxima not exceeding 25 psi.   In his paper 
on strong-shock spherical blast waves, Brode (Reference 5) derives some relations for the pres- 
sure decay behind a spherical shock moving through an ideal gas medium.   Brode shows that for 
peak overpressures above one atmosphere the decay is not a simple exponential, since the early 
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Figure 4.6  Decay ot overpressure behind shock front, Stations 1 to 5, Shot Priscilla. 

portion of the pressure-time function decays more rapidly than do the later parts.   The results 
obtained by Brode and Equation 4.1 become identical when 

0.5 (4.2) 

where P0 is the ambient pressure in front of the shock front. 
Both these methods of computation are strictly limited to the case of free-air wave propaga- 

tion.   Thus, any application of the methods to shock phenomena which are influenced by a ground 
plane (in either regular or Mach reflection regions) necessarily involves an approximation of un- 
known magnitude.   Nevert' üess, somt . Ueresting comparisons come out of a look at the Pris- 
cilla data. 

Comparisons of the calculated and measured decay of overpressure versus time on Priscilla 
are presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.   Since the data at Station 1 (IB record) were probably taken 
in the region of re^ilar reflection, the decay was calculated in two ways.   First, the decay was 
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computet rsing peak pressure as measured (i.e., reflected pressure), with these calculations 
plotted as circU s.   Second, considering the incident pressure only (about 125 psi at this range), 
the decay was recomputed and the results plotted as fractions of the peak incident pressure 
(shown as crosses on Figure 4.6).   The first calculation shows a theoretical pressure decay much 
wieeper than measured; in addition, the second computation, although its results are closer to 
measured decay, indicates a steeper decay than the measurement.   TUs means that assuming 
ideal surface conditions, the measured decay is even slower than that calculated on the basis of 

Meosurtd  Overpressure 

-•-•- Dicoy Cilcuioted on Basis of M«o»ur«d 
Peak Overpressure 

Time , sec 

Figure 4.7  Decay of overpressure behind shock front, Stations 6 to 12, Shot Priscilla. 

incident overpressure — a result that suggests the influence of thermal disturbance upon the 
blast wave. 

The subsequent example? of comparing calculations with measurements indicate the same 
general behavior, i.e., the calculations show sharper presL jre decay than do the pressure-time 
records.   The 2B record is not considered because of the cable break.   Records 3B through 6B 
show a very early decay which agrees well with calculations, but after 5 or 10 msec the gage 
record appears to "hump up" and decay more slowly.   At Station 8 (83,  Figure 4.7) the calcu- 
lated decay agrees quile well with the measured;  even here, howe\er, the gage record displays 
the characteristic hump after an initial smooth decay.   The last comparison, at Station 12, is 
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not unlike the 8B comparison, but here again the evidence is strong that the blast wavf is dis- 
turbed. 

The analysis indicates the magnitude of the deviations from classical decay observed in the 
precursor region.   Actually one might use such a deviation as one measure of the severity of 
the precursor disturbance.   For Shot Priscilla (Figures 4.6 and 4.7), one would conclude that 
the disturb mce to classic conditions peaked at about Station 3 {650-foot ground range) and began 
to di£3lpate rapidly with Increased range. 
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Figure 4.8  Positive-phase duration versus overpressure, A-scaled, various shots. 

Overpressure Positive Duration and Impulse. In Reference 20, overpressure 
positive-phase duration and positive impulse as a function of peak pressure from all nuclear air 
bursts prior to upshot-Knothole are A-scaled and plotted; subsequently. Teapot data were added 
to the plots (Reference 4). Although the pre-Upshot-Knothole data scatter a good deal, it is 
found that about 90 percent of the datum points fall within ± 15 percent deviation from an average 
curve. Also, it is found that the curve diH not lit well with data corresponding to overpressures 
higher than about 30 psi (A-scaled). 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 present the major portion of available data on duration and impulse for 
overpressures greater than 10 psi.   As a guide in extrapolating previous correlations, the re- 
sults obtained by Brode (Reference 5) are included in the figures, modified by the 2W theory 
(surface bursts). 

The data on duration (Figure 4.8) do not follow the theoretical calculation^ for overpressures 
greater than 100 ps».   This may be because of limitations of the instrumentation; to prevent the 
maximum overpressure from over-ranging the gage or recording medium, the sensitivity of the 
system must be reduced at high pressures.   A check of the SRI system indicate? that the error 
of reading pressure from camera records amounts to approximately 5 percent of the peak over- 
pressure.   Using this criterion, a theoretical duration curve has been constructed for the time 
at which the overpressure reached 5 percent of its peak value.   This curve deviates markedly 
from the theoretical duration curve (associated with zero overpressure) as the pressure increases. 
However, over 95 percent of the overpressure total positive impulse is incljded before the ovpt - 
pressure drops to 5 percent of the peak overpressure.   Hence, the theoretical curve of Figure 
4.8 is believed to be a legitimate guide in the high-pressure region prov»ded allowance is made 
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for «he increased duration in the 10- to 100-psi region due to precursor action,   PriscUla data 
appear to agree well with the theoretical 3 percent curve; in addition to Project 1.3 data, useful 
data frcm Projects 34.1 and 1.5 (References 22 and 23) are plotted.   It is significant that some 
of the data at very-high pressures fall below the theoretical curve; the 2W theory approximation 
is not expected to hold where the ground range is less than or comparable with the burst height. 

In Figure 4.9, Priscilla impulse data are in agreement with the theoretical curve at high pres- 
sures.   At intermediate pressures (10 to 100 psi) measured impulse is from 0 to 50 percent 
greater (due to precursor action) t lan 2W theory predicts.   While it is understood that 2W theory 
does not apply theoretically to air bursts, *'ie impulse resulting from 2W theory will probably be 
a lower Imit.   It should be noted that although the duration data (Figure 4.8) at high pressures 
fall below the theoretical curve, the impulse data agree well.   A look at trie decay of pressure 
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Figure 4.9   Positive impulse versus overpressure, A-scaled, various shots. 

behind the shock front (Figure 4.6) will resolve this apparent anomaly; it is evident that thermal 
disturbances at close-in ranges effect changes in total impulse (i.e., slower pressure decay be- 
hind shock front) while not changing the duration significantly. 

4.2.2   Total-Head Pressure.   Peak ♦ Hal-head pressures are presented in Figure 4.10.   Be- 
cause of cable breaks early in the pressure-time history, data at Stations 2 and 4 (see Figure 
3.5) are rather indefinite.   All data are at the 3-foot level.   Also shown on the nlot of Figure 
4.10 are the ideal surface curves for both maximum dynamic pressure and total-head press« re: 
there is a sharp jump in the ideal values at the ground range corresponding to transition from 
regular to Mach reflection. 

Figure 4.10 reveals that the only data obtained in the region of regular reflection agree well 
with the ideal surface prediction.   Although it is difficult to evaluate the data from gages which 
suffered a cable break, the points appear to be reasonably consistent with the ideal curve.   How- 
ever, at Station 5 (850-foot ground range) the peak total pressure is signific    ly higher than the 
curve; this behavior is maintained at 1,050- and l,J50-foot ranges to an even more pronounced 
degree.   The data at 2,000 feet (9Z3) were lost, but at 2,500 feet the maximum total-head pres- 
sure agrees fairly well with ideal.   Only at Station 10 are both total-head and pitot-'.uue gage 
data available; Figure 3.7 presents the comparison between the 10Z3 record and tiu» sum of the 
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iOP3 and 10Q3 records.   Unfortunately, the wave form is like Type 3, which is a highly disturbed 
form not amenable to correlation.   However, the p^ak total-head pressures obtained with these 
two gages check closely (Figure 4.10) with each other and with the ideal curve. 

Also plotted on figure 4.10 are tlv 'otal-head precursor maxima, which show similar behavior 
to that of the peak pressure.   At close-in ranges, the precursor total pressures decrease steeply 
with increased ground range, then level off near 100 psi between the 850- and 1,350-foot range, 
and finally decrease sharply at 2,500 feet. 
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Figure 4.10  Total-head pressure, 3-foot level, Shot Priscilla. 

4.2.3 Differential Pitjt-Tube Pressure.   Figure 4.11 presents the ^neasurements of Priscilla 
differenaal pir.^-tube pressure.   As was pointed out in Section 3.4 (Figures 3.8 through 3.10), 
many of the ds/jerentiai (front) ports of the pitot tubes were obviously plugged with dust shortly 
after shock front arrival.   This seriously limits the usefulness of the daia.   For instance, no 
maximum differential pressure was obtained at Stations 6 and 7; the peak pressures recorded 
can be identified with the precursor wave.   However, reference to Figure 4.11 allow« some per- 
tinent conclusious.   Maximum differential pressures are higher than predicted over an id^al 
surface, with the 10-foot-level data appreciably larger than those at the 3-foot level.   This is 
in contrast to the experience during Teapot Shot 12 (Reference 4) where lower ülivrential pres- 
sures were observed at the higher levels.   Approximate curves have been fitteri to the datum 
points, however, there are too few measurements to attach much significance to the curves. 

It is possible, with both the total-head pressure and the static overpressure measured on 
separate gages, to compute a maximum differential pressure (3-foot level) as measured at the 
close-in ground ranges.   These results are plotted in Figure 4.11, where the behavior is similar 
to that obsorved for total-head pressure.   The data agree v.?U with ideal out to the 750-füot range, 
after which the peuc pressure jumps to 2 to 4 times ideal    The single datum point at 2,J00 feet 
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indicates that the calculated differential pret sure is aomewhat higher than that measured by the 
pitot-tube. 

Finally, it is pertinent to obtain the total-head-minus-static-pressure results for the precur- 
sor wave.   These data are also plotted in Figure 4.11.   It is significant that these data do not 
display the rise to higher pressures as does the main wave between 850- and 1,350-foot range. 
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Figure 4.11   Maximum differential pressure, Shot Priscilla. 

4.3   MACH NUMBER AND COMPUTED DYNAMIC (AIR-PLUS-DUST)  PRESSURE (q*) 

The Mach number of the flow behind the shock front as a function of time for each gage 
station was computed according .o the R.clhod outlined in Section 1.3.4 (Figures 4.12 to 
4.14).     Maximum Mach numbers are listed in Table 4.4.     It should be noted that the cal- 
culation   (see Equation 1.9) becomes uncertain for Ap   = 0 or for (Ap   + P0)/(Ap   + P0) < 1; for 
these cases, no results are plotted or the figures and an appropriate symbol indicates the nature 
of the uncertainty.   At the stations where   o total-head measurement was available, the sum 
([App - Ps] + Ap) obtained from the pitot-tube was used to compute the Mach number. 
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As indicated in Section 1.3.4 and Figure 1.2d, the errors involved in calculating Mach number 
(M2) by this method are dependent upon (1) the mass ratio of dust to air of the flow mixture and 
(2) the dust registry coefficient of the gage.   Figure 1.2d shows that the errors in M3 calculation 
from these factors are always in the direction of increasing the calculated M2 over that for clean 
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Figure 4,12  Mach number versus time, Stations 1 to 7, Shot Priscilla. 
(For explanation of symbols, see text.) 

air.   From these remarks, one must conclude,  first,   that the Mj calculations using total-head 
and pitot-tube results are not strictly equivalent; second, that one must be cautious about ascrib- 
ing increases in calculated M2 to an increase in flow velocity behind the shock front, when in- 
creased dust densities can produce the same effect. 

Analysis of the MaJi number-time plots of Figure 4.12 leads to some rather unusual conclu- 
sions.   The calculations of Mach number at the first four stations are torn.mated abruptly due 
to cable breaks at either the total-head or the surface-overpressure gages.   Taking these stations 
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separately, it is probable that the Station i calculation would show no later maxima even if the 
gage cables had not broken.   The situation is quite different at Station 2 because the total-head 
pressure appears to be increasing at the break while the static overpressure (28) has begun to 
d^cay; hence, it is possible that the computed Mach number at some later time would have been 
larger than the first peak.   Station 3 is not unlike Station 2, although there is a definite indication 
that the total-head pressure was decaying before the cable broke; thus, it is unlikely that any 
secondary rraxima would exceed the first peak.   At Station 4, because the total-head record 
shows no decay before the cable break, there are possibly later maxima of the Mach number- 
time plot which are larger than the first peak shown.   Subsequent plots of Figure 4   ^ are un- 
ambiguous.   The intere"4 ug conclusion one obtains from this figure is that the max   .um com- 
puted Mach number occurs at Stations 6 or 7 rather than at the close-in range station.   Figures 
4.13 and 4.14 indicate that at Stations 8 through 12 the trend is toward decreasing maximum 
Mach number with increasing range, at Stations 8 and 10, where both 3- and 10-foot-level data 
are available, the 10-foot data yield slightly higher Mach numbers.   In general, the Mach 
number-time plots show very little structure and no characteristic form; hence, for results at 
Stations 8 through 12, it would not be difficult to determine an average Mach number, averaged 
over the time of significant pressure measurement. 

Presented in Figures 4.15 through 4.17 are the results of computing q* (= l/2pv1)irom the 
Mach number and surface overpressure as outlined in Section 3.2.2. Also shown on these figures, 
for comparison, are plots of total-head pressure minus surface overpressure versus time. 
Since the q* calculation is comparatively insensitive to the entrained dust in the flow and since 
the surface overpressure measurement is not affected by dust, one can conclude that the differ- 
ences between the dotted- and solid-line records of Figures 4.15 and 4.16 can be ascribed to the 
response of the total-head gage to the dust in the flow.   Of course, with no data on the actual 
mass flow versus time or particle size distribution versus time of the dust at each station, this 
response cannot be converted into quantitative results.   However, it can be concluded from the 
evidence that the effect of dust upon the total-head measurement is rather small at the close-in 
stations, increasing markedly at Station 5 (850-foot ground range) and beyond.   The comparison 
at Station 10 (Figure 4.17) indicates that the computed q* results are considerably smoother in 
wave form than the corresponding total-head-minus-static-pressure plot.   At this station, there 
appears to be no significant difference between using the static overpressure at the surface level 
or at 3-foot level (pitot tube). 

Figure 4,18 presents the maximum values c   calculated q* compared with the ideal surface 
curve for dynamic pressure.   In general appearance the calculated values are somewhat lower 
than ideal at close-in stations, agree with ideal in mid-ranges, and exceed ideal at 2,500 feet 
and beyond.   At Station 10, the only station where both total-head and pitot-tube measurements 
were obtained, the calculated q* maximum values using the two results agree well, although the 
total-head value is larger (the differential pitot  gage probably has a higher dust registry coef- 
ficient than the total-head gage).   Where both 3- and 10-foot-level data are available at the same 
sir.tio.i, the 10-foot data indicate higher maxima. 

Phenomenologically, it is difficult to evaluate the quantity q* (calculated).   Until more is 
known about the sensitivity of the gages to dust. Mach number, and pitch angle, and until field 
measurements are available for dust mass flow and size dicfribution versus time Ut each gage 
station, calculated q* must be regarded ad a very approximate measure of the air-phase dynam- 
ic pressure.   In order to use these numbers to determine the forces on structures enveloped by 
the bias* wave, one must add the effect of the entrained dust.    Further work is needed to estab- 
lish  the magnitude of the forces due to dust loading as a function of Mach number, structure 
Reynolds number, etc. 

4.4   PRECURSOR PHENOMENA 

The most significant air-blast results of Prisciiia, and more specifically, all the results of 
Project 1.3, were obtained where air-blast behavior departed from ideal.   Such departures have 
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Figure 4.15  Dynamic pressure (q*) versus time, Stations 10 to 12, 
Shot Priscilla.   (For explanation of symbols, see text.) 
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been attributed to surface and/or thermal effects on the blast wave, effects which result in the 
formation of the precursor wave. 

4.4.1   Background.   High explosives tests, which have negligible accom   mying thermal ra- 
diation, show minor blast effects due to differences in surface mechanical reflection properties 
(such as water content and degree of compaction) and dust.   Surface nuclear explosions, where 
geometry limits the thermal radiation incident on the reflecting surface, give results similar to 
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Figure 4.18   Calculated dynamic pressure (q»), Shot Priscilla. 

TNT tests.   In aay case, the extreme deviations from ideal blast phenomena which were observed 
on several low burst-height nuclear detonations are far greater than the perturbations observed 
for scaled TNT tests or for surface nuclear tests over the same kind of surfaces.   It therefore 
appears safe to assume that thermal radiation is the principal cause of blast-wave departures 
from ideal.   Of course, the mechanical properties of the surface, including dust, can have a 
profound influence upon the degree to which the thermal radiation affects blast. 

An operational definition for the precursor can be stated: A separate and distinct pressure 
wave whose front travels at velocities appreciably higher than classical shock velocities over 
the same surface.   It must be noted that the disturbing effects on blast can be significant with- 
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tut the actual generation of a precursor wave, or outside the range of the precursor region. 
In these circumstances the term non-ideal is used to describe this behavior. 

The role of thermal effects on blast was first clearly delineated on Tumbler-Snapper (1952), 
where the precursor phenomena was identified.   Subsequent re-examination of Buster (1951) and 
Greenhouse (1951) blast measurements confirmed precursor existence and showed similar  her- 
mal perturbations on blast.   It remained for the Upshot-Knothole series (1953) to investigate the 
effects of such nonideal blast waves on targets and to study further the associated basic-blast 
phenomena.   It was the objective of Teapot (1955) to put the thermal phenomena on a firmer 
quantitative basis and to aid in the prediction of the blast behavior of nuclear weapons (at low 
burst heights) over surfaces other than those characteristic of desert areas.   The Plumbbob 
series (1957), and Shot Priscilla in particular, was directed toward obtaining air-blast meas- 
urements at close-in distances to better observe the formation of the precursor wave and the 
evolution of the phenomena in regions of strong precursor action. 

The blast disturbances observed during previous test operations have been explained in part, 
qualitatively, by the hypothesis that the thermal radiation creates a heated layer of air adjacent 
to the ground surface prior to shock arrival at the point of observation.   Analytical considera- 
tions and suuic supporting shock-tube experiments indicate that a conventional shock wave is 
markedly influenced by passage into a region of nonuniform temperature or, more particularly, 
nonuniform sonic velocity. 

Experimental measurements on previous nuclear-explosion tests were designed to investigate 
the properties of the thermal layer prior to shock arrival.   Such measurements were only mod- 
erately successful; general instrumentation problems (plus turbulence and atmospheric instabil- 
ity effects characteristic of the heateu region being investigated) reduced the value of these meas- 
urements in a quantitative sense.   Therefore, although measurements verified the existence of a 
preshock thermal disturbance near the ground, details of temperatures, temperature gradients, 
and height of the eiiective layer at shock arrival are inconclusive. 

4.4.2   Computed Preshock-Arrival Temperature.   A sizable fraction of the total energy re- 
leased from a nuclear detonation is emitted in the form of thermal radiation.   Large amounts of 
thermal radiation are incident upon the ground before shock arrival, and thus the existence of a 
near-surface thermal layer appears to be a sound assumption. 

If a near-surface thermal layer is assumed to exist prior to jhock arrival, it is possible to 
set up analytic relationships which can be used to deduce the general characteristic of the ther- 
mal layer from the observed blast behavior.   Temperatures computed in this manner are, at 
best, gross averages and apply only to conditions which exist just prior to shock arrival at the 
range in question.   The relationships ba^ed upon blast parameters can be divided into three main 
classifications: (1) those using shock-wave equauons, measured initial overpressures, and some 
average wave-front orientation angle (called pressure calculation); (2) those using the assumpt.on 
that wave-propagation velocity equals the sonic velocity characteristic of the medium (called 
sonic calculation); and (3) those using only angle of shock wave-front orientation (called angle- 
of-front calculation).   These ♦hree methods of approach are discussed in detail in a previous 
repon (Reference 4) and the methods are merely summarized here. 

1.    Pressure Calculation.    With a shock front moving through a medium of constant > (ratio 
of specific heats), analysis yields; 

Ap,       2} 
Ap,       7+1 (—) - 1 (4.3) 

Where:    Ap initial overpressure (Urst rise) behind the shock front 
v horizontal trace velocity of the ^ront 
0 acute angle which the shock front makes with the ground surface 

c, some velocity m the medium just ahead ol the shock front 
Apj pressure ot the medium just ahead of the shock front. 
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From the measured overpressures and information on the orientations of the shock fronts, 
Equation 4.3 may be used to compute Cj. Then the preshock aosolute temperature, Tlt is re- 
lated to C! by: 

OH (4.4) 

Where:    c = sonic velocity corresponding to ambient atmospheric conditions. 
T = absolute temperature corresponding to ambient atmospheric conditions. 

2.   Sonic Calculation.   This method is based upon the existence of a compression-type acoustic 
wave.   If this condition is fulfilled, the propagation velocity of the initial disturbance (pressure) 
equals the sonic velocity of the medium, and Equation 4.4 is immediately applicable for the temp- 
erature calculation.   Hence: 

(^)2   = T (4.5) 

and for a wave normal to the ground surface, 

T ii] (4.6) 

This calculation (which assumes the wave-propagation velocity to be the same as the sonic 
velocity), if applied erroneously to a shock wave, yields temperatures much larger than those 
computed from the pressure-calculation or angle-of-front methods. 

3.   Angle-of-Front Calculation,   This method can be applied to either shock or compression- 
type wave fronts.   The equations reduce to: 

CA     .      CB     .    -     . sin6B 
smeA      sinöB   '     B     sin ÖA     A K 

Where:    c^, Cg = sonic velocities ahead of the front at points A and B 
^A» GB ~ orientation   angles of the front to the horizontal at points A and B. 

The preshock temperature calculations at stations where wave-front orientation data are 
available are presented in Table 4.5, along   with the number of the particular equation used for 
each calculation.   The last column of the table lists what is considered to be the bert value of 
computed temperature; this choice is based upon the types of pressure-time record observed at 
each station, i.e., a shock-type pressure rise would suggest that the best temperature calculation 
is either the pressure method or angle-of-front method, whereas a compression-type, pressure- 
time history points to the sonic method,   Naturally, the transition form of record presents a 
problem; however, since ihr ia(,ie-oi'   * jut method is equally applicable to shock or compression 
waves, this fact would influence the-   best" choice. 

Computed Priscilla preshock surface temperatures are plotted versus time of shock arrival 
in Figure 4.19. For comparison, the computed temperature data obtained over the desert line 
of Teapot Shut 12 are also included in the figure. It is obvious that the Priscilla temperatures 
are sigr.ificantly larger than those from Teapot Shot 12 at comparable arrival times. It should 
be noted that the Priscilla detonation was higher in yield (36.6 kilotons against 22 kilotons) and 
was detonated at a somewhat higher burst height (700 feet against 400 feet). Both of these factors, 
for close-in ground ranges, contribute to the higher thermal input of Priscilla. 

4.4.3   Precursor Formation and Development.   Although much attention has been directed 
toward the study of the precursor wave, its formation and development, the origins and mecha- 
nisms responsible for this phenomenon have not been clearly explained. 

The predicted and measured wave forms for Priscilla surface-level overpressures are pre- 
senfec! in Table 4.6.   The predictions agree well with the actual measurements, which indicate 
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that the diagram cf Figure 2.2 is consistent with the Priscilla data—thus making the diagram 
more useful for prediction purposes. 

In Reference 4, a rather thorough empirical analysis was made wkh data from known precursor- 
forming shots.   It was found that if arrival-time data are plotted versus slant range on logarithmic 

TABLE 4.5    COMPUTED PRESHOCK TEMPERATURES, SHOT PRISCILLA 

Ground Arrival Gage Equation Equation Equation Equation Type of Best 
Range Time Height 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.7 Wave Value 

ft sec ft C C C C C 

550 0.116 u 3,000 11,270 12.780 — Shock 3,000 
750 o.no 0 10 500 8,930 3,800 Trans 3,800 
850 j.163 0 -200 -75 7,290 2,850 Trans 2.850 

1,350 0.266 0 -240 -220 3,710 1,960 Trans 1,960 
2,CoO 0.475 0 -70 60 1,110 950 Compr 950 to 1,1110 
2,500 0.716 0 -160 -110 180 185 Compr 185 

— — -35 36 — — Compr — 
— — 10 36 170 — — Compr — 

coordinates, some details of behavior aro revealed which are not apparent in Figure 4.1.   Figure 
4.20 shows precursor-arrival data from Project 1.3 and the arrival-time curve for an ideal sur- 
face.   Figure 4.20 indicates that the initial slope, corresponding to the ideal surface arrivals, is 
only slightly less than 5/2, whereas the precursor data indicate a 3/2 slope in the initial portions. 

TABLE  4.6    PREDICTED AND MEASURED WAVE FORMS, 
SHOT PRISCILLA 

Ground Predicted Measured 
Range Wave-foi m Type Wave -form Type 

ft 

450 0 0 
550 0 1- 
650 
750 
850 

1,050 
1,350 
1,650 
• ,000 1 + or 2- 
2,500 3 3 
3.000 4-5 5 
3,500 6 6 

This behavior is consistent \uth the analysis cf other precursor-forming shots included in Refpr- 
ences 4 and 25. 

The intersection of the precursor curve with the ideal gives a good indication of the time (and 
ground ranges^ at which the precursor forms.    For Priscilla, the intersection occurs at atKmt 
510-foot ground range and the arrivals begin to deviate from the 3/2 slope near 450-foot A-scaled 
slant range (or 1,350-foot ground range).   Comparison of this with the data from Upshot-Knothole 
Shot 10 (Figure 4.21) shows the arrivals deviating from the 3/2 slope near 500-foot A-scaled 
slant range (or 1,170-foot ground range)     In many respects the Priscilla and Upshot-Knothole 
Shot 10 curves arc similar: (1) the arrivals of Types 0 and 1 waveforms agree well with the ideal 
(the Priscilla Type 0 form is in the region of regular reflection) (2) most of the arrivals associ- 
ated with Type 1 form fall on the 3/2 slope, and deviation from this slope corresponds to a change 
in form; and (3) the arrivals of the Type 6 form ^and succeeding forms) agree well with the ideal 
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arrivals.   The above conclusions are also borne out by the data from Buster Charlie shot and 
Tumbler Shot 4 (Figure 4.21). 

<.4.4  Comparison with Hess* Theory.   It is significant to look carefully at Hess' bubble theory 
in th^ light of datr obtained on precursor-lorming shots. 

On page 53 of Reference 8 is a plot which shows the temperature and Mach-number conditions 
required for the fonuation of a "stagnation bubble" under a normal shock wave (or Mach stem) 
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Figure 4.21   Arrival time versus slant r?nge, A-scaled,  Buster-Charlie, 
Tumbier 4,  Upshot-Knothole 10. 

moving over a heated layer.   Hess shows fiat a bubble forms when the stagnation pressure in 
the heated layer is less than the static pressure downstream of the shock.   In Figure 4.22,  Curve 
1 shows this condition plotted as overpressure,  which is a more convenient parameter to meas- 
ure than temperature.   Curve 1 simply shows the overpressure ratio for a normal shock at Mach 
number Mc  in the cold gas.    Bubbles exist above Curve 1 where the first step in overpressure 
(the precursor uave) is less than the normal shock overpressure.   Throughgoing layers lie on 
Line 1, and there are no bubbles below Line 1.   Curve 2 indicates the transition from a strong 
to a weak oblique shock over the bubble, and Curve 3 shows when the flow over the bubble be- 
comes supersonic. 
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Also shown in Figure 4.-2 are precursor overpre3sure data from Priscilla and other shots. 
The data indicate that: (1) at the same scaled ground range, points from Priscilla and Upshot- 
Knothole Shot 10 very nearly coincide;  (2) at 2,150 feet on Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 and 3,000 
feet on Priscilla (or at a scaled ground range of about 810 feet) measured overpressures indicate 

2 0 

M. 

AP/P0 

Figure 4.22   Comparison of Hess' theory and field results, Upshot-Knothole 10 
and Teapot Shot 12. 

that the bubble shorld have begun to lag belu.^d the Mach stem and transition to a throughgoing 
layer should have started, after which datum points should lie on Curve 1.   The NOL photography 
oi Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 (Reference 24) indicates that the dust cloud did in fact begin to lag 
behind the Mach stem at about 2,100 feet.   The pressure wave forms of the two shots indicate 
that at the time of transition the two steps in pressure become indistinguishable (Types 3 and 4 
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wave forms).   However, after transition, a second step in overpressure (Types 5 and 6 wave 
forms) anJ an initial step in differential pitot pressure reappear.   But in contrast with earlier 
wave forms, the first step in differential pressure is smaller than the second and both steps in 
pressure arrive well before the dust cloud. 

It is not clear, therefore, what the shock structure is that causes the two steps in pressure 
ufter transition to a throughgoing layer. It may well be a dynamic phenomenon associated with 
the collapse of the shock structure over the bubble. This problem is not treated by Hess since 
he assumes quasi-steady How and does not consider the dynamics of bubble collapse. However, 
the mechanism ol transition is indicated in Figure 4.22, i.e., there is first a supersonic flow 
over the bubble with two shocks, then a weak oblique shock with subsonic flow over the bubble, 
a strong oblique shock, and finally a throughgoing layer. 

Data from Teapot 12 and Tumblei Shot 4 (both precursor shots) are included in Figure 4.22. 
The data on the ground range where transition to throughgoing layer occurs are summarized in 
Table 4.7.   It is noted that the A-scaled values for all shots bunch around 800-foot A-scaled 

T\BLE   4 7    BUBBLE  STAGNATION  VERSUS GROUND RANGE,   VARIOUS SHOTS 

Shot Yield 
A-Scaled 

Burst 
Height 

Bubble 
Stagnation 

Ground 
Range 

A-Scaled 
Stagnation 

Ground 
Range 

kt It ft ft 

Priscilla 36.6 204 3,000 810 
Urshot-Knothole Shot 10 14.9 202 2,150 775 
Teapot Shot 12 22.0 147 2,550 835 

(desert) 
Teapot Shot 12 22.0 147 2s90u 915 

(asphalt) 
Tumbler Shot 4 19.6 363 2.500 800 

range.   This range corresponds to the transition from Type 4 to 5 overpressure wave forms 
shown in Figure 2.2.   The Teapot 12 asphalt data yield a higher value (915-foot A-scaled) which 
is consistent with the precursor action over this surface.   In the final analysis, it appears that 
the precursor wave collapses from the rear,  i.e., the second disturbance suddenly increases in 
velocity.    From Figure 4.22 and the NOL photographic data on Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 (Refer- 
ence 24) this is well before transition to a throughgoing layer should (or did) occur.   It must 
therefore be associated with some alteratioi. in shape of the bubble and shock structure, possibly 
due to a change in the rate of radiation on the bubble. 

This explanation of the behavior throws some light on the reason for the sudden increase in 
main wave velocity observed on Priscilla between Staaons 9 and 10 (shown in Figure 4.1).   Here 
again the velocity increase occurred before the transition to the throughgoing layer. 

In Figure 4.23 is s^own the length of the precursor versus ground range for Upshot-Knothole 
Shot 10 and Priscilla.   The length is the distance between the steps in overpressure as determined 
from amval times and average shock velocity.   Note that the growth and collapse of this length 
is nearly linear with ground range and that the maximum length is at the point of transition to a 
throughgoing Layer,  i.e., wnen the dust cloud begins to lag the Mach stem.   Also, the length very 
n?arly scales for these two shots with the maximum length approximately equal to the height of 
birst in both cases. 

A blown-up view of a portion of Figure 4.22 is presented as Figure 4.24; here.  Upshot-Knothole 
Shot 10 and Teapot Shot 12 (desert) data wh. -h fall close to the stagnation line are plotted.   The 
interesting feature of this plot is the indication that the data appear to cross the stagnation line, 
make a loop,  cross the line again, and finally follow this line closely out to the farthest   range 
instrumented.   One explanation for this is that when the bubble is left behind (i.e., throughgoing 
layer begins),  the shocK tront near the ground is probably still oblique (see the wave-front onen- 
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tation at 2,500-foot range in Figure 4.3).   Therefore, the first effect is an apparent decrease in 
trare velocity as the bubble dissipates, which is an explanation for the computed trace velocity 
of tne front dipping below the ideal surface prediction (see Section 4.1.1).   However, the oblique 
shock front must evolve into a normal shock; also, the precursor wave is losing velocity rapidly 
and the main wave begins to influence an increased pressure at the front.   Both these factors 
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Figure 4.23   Precursor length versus ground range. 

result in the loop observed on Figure 4.24; subsequent development finds the normal shock trav- 
elling near ideal sonic velocities and complete dissipation of the precursor. 

4.4.5   Dynamic Pressure Wave Forms.   Under conditions of ideal compressible gas flow and 
ideal surfaces there is a one-to-one correspondence between dynamic pressurt? and static over- 
pressure at the shock front (Rankine-Hugoniot).   Although the two quantities decay with time 
somewhat differently behind the front, it can be assumed that gage records of both would exhibit 
similar wave forms.    Further,  it has been found that, in regions where classical shock waves 
are observed in nuclear tests, the differential pitot pressure-time data agree well in wave form 
with records of static overpressure.   However, on precursor-forming shots, because the differ- 
ential-pressure mea.jurement is obviously more sensitive to particulate matter entrained in the 
airflow and to localized inhomogeneities of temperature and particle velocity, there is poor 
correspondence between these wave forms. 

In designating dynamic pressure wave-form types, the gage used to obtain the measurement 
will necessarily iniluence the wave form and thus the system of jlassification.   The records 
from Sandia Snob and Greg gages (Reference 10) bear this out; since the Greg gage is sensitive 
to almost all the entrained dust and the Snob to very little, the wave forms are dissimilar. 
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Therefore, it is desirable to make the system of wave-form classification independent of the 
gage used for the measurement. 

One possible method of classification which may be advanced is based upon the use of Hess' 
analysis and Figure 4.22.   That is, the classifications of dynamic pressure wave forms could 
be defined by the various regions on the graph, e.g., a change in cUssification in going from 
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Figure 4.24   Comparison of Hess' theory and field results, various shots. 

supersonic to subsonic flow over the bubble, another when crossing from weak to strong oblique 
shock, etc.   This type of classification system would be independent of the gage employed, and 
the regions on the graph would be fixed by the static overpressure data.   However, in Figure 
4.22 practically all of the data fall either in the supersonic region or the throughgoing-layer 
region.   This leads to the conclusion that the precursor wave goes through the transitions neces- 
sary to change from supersonic How over the bubble to throughgoing layer in a very short ground- 
range interval.   This also suggests that, unless one is satisfied with only iwo wave-form classes, 
a classification method based upon Figure 4.22 will not be very fruitful for prediction purposes. 

Another suggestion, which unfortunately is not completely independent of the measuring gage, 
is to base the dynamic-pressure classes upon the overpressure wave forms.   This system has 



the advantage of reference to a fairly well provea system, the overpressure wave-form classifi- 
cations.   Also, it is believed that the most useful information to be retained about dynamic pres- 
sure wave forms is their degree of deviation from the corresponding overpressure form.   Pris- 
cilla total-head and differential-pitot wave forms correspond fairly well with the forms for over- 
pressure.   It is only at Stations 6, 7, and 8 that the differential forms indicate wide difference; 
comparisons are somewhat limited due to gage plugging at Stations 6 and 7. 

As explained in the discussion of the Greg and Snob gages, any classification system which is 
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batir»d upon the degree of deviation from an expected form is not independent of the gage.   The 
indices for degree of deviation are as follows: 

a = the same wave form as the overpressure-time counterpart 
b = similar wave form—with a few minor differences in the form of hashy appearance or 

small sharp peaks 
c = similar wave form—with obvious differences in time sequence of peaks and much more 

hashy 
d = decidedly different wave form—with some characteristics of the parent form 
e = no similarity to the parent form. 

In designating the classifications of all total-head or differential-pressure wave forms the 
corresponding overpreFsure-time (parent form) class is given first and then the index for the 
degree of deviation, e.g.,  la, 2b, 4d, andl+c. 

All known measurements (at NTS) of total-head and differential pressure taken over deser' 
and asphalt surfaces have been assigned appropriate wave-form designations (Table 4.8).   It 
was clear wher this review was undertaKen that many of the violent deviations from ideal behavior 
noted on the records obtained on Upshot-K jthole could be cited as instrumental difficulties.   The 
pitot-tube differential-gage port fill times were obviously quite long (10 to 20 msec) and many 
gages became clogged shortly after shock arrival.   With these instrumental problems in mind, 
every effort was mide to carefully classify each gage record according to the foregoing criteria. 

The results listed in Table 4.8 are plotted in Figure 4.25 on the same coordinates used for 
Figure 2.2.   There are insufficient data for firm conclusions, but some pertinent observations 
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TABLE 4.8    DYNAMIC PRESSURE WAVE  FORMS.   VARIOUS SHOTS 

Q, pitoi-lube differential pressure; NR, no record; S, Snob-gage differential pressure; 
G, Greg-gage pressure, T, total-head pressure. 

Shot 
A-scaled 

Height of Burst 

Ground 
Range 

A-scaled 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Type 

Gage 
Height 

Wave-form 
Type 

Remarks 

ft ft ft 

U/K-l 1,250 470 Q 10 

(112 ft) 1,450 5J6 Q 10 

2,600 P79 Q 13 

U/K-9 827 283 Q 11 

(763 ft) Q [) 

1,087 342 Q 13 

1,300 410 5 10 

1,473 465 Q 13 

1,712 540 Q 10 

2,160 680 Q 
Q 

10 
21] 

2d Gage believed clogged 
2d Gage believed clogged 

6b 

— Poor record 

NR 
7Rd 

7Rc No response to incidei 

Q 40 

7Rd 

7Rc 

7Rc 
7Rc 

7Rc 

pressure 
Negative response to 

incident pressure 
Negative response to 

incident pressure 

No response to incident 
pressure 

Negative response to in- 
cident pressure 

4.075 1,285 Q 8.5 8b 

6,460 2,035 Q 

Q 

Q 

10 

35 
60 

8c 

8b 
8b 

6,545 2.060 Q 

Q 

10 

35 

8b 

8b 

U/K-10 1,169 454 Q 13 l^c Gage believed clogged 

(202 ft) 1,422 

1,920 

553 

/46 

Q 
Q 

Q 

10 
40 2e 

Gnge believed clogged 

1.920 746 Q 
Q 

Q 

10 

25 
40 

3d 
3d 

3 c 
3,918 1.520 Q 8.5 8b 

6,^17 2,490 Q 

Q 

10 
35 

8b 
8b 

I   K -11 3.437 810 Q 5 Se- 

(316 ft) 

Teapot-12 1,250 428 Q 3 lb 

(desert) 1,500 514 Q 3 lb Gage believed clogged 

(137 ft) i,750 599 Q 10 Jc 

2,000 6H5 Q 

Q 
s 

3 

10 
3 

3c 

3c 
3c 

c. 3 3c Cable break, partial 
record 

2,250 770 Q 10 3c 

2,500 S56 Q 
Q 
Q 

Q 
s 
G 

3 
10 

25 
40 

3 
3 

4d 

5d 
4<i 

kl 

4(1 

4d 
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TABLE 4.8    CONTINUED 

Q, pitot-tube differential pressure; NR, no record; S, Snob-gage differential pressure; 
G, Greg-gage pressure; T, total-head pressure. 

Shot 
A-scaled 

Height of Burst 

Ground 

Range 

A-scaled 

Ground 

Range 
Type Height Type 

■"!*J 
Remarks 

ft ft ft 

2,750 942 Q 10 NR 

3,000 1,027 Q 

Q 

3 

10 
6b 

NR 
3,500 1,198 Q 10 6b 
4,000 1,370 Q 10 7b 
4.5^0 1,541 Q 3 7b 

8,000 2,740 Q 10 8a 

Teapot-6 1.303 624 Q 10 2c 

(desert) 1,650 792 Q 10 NR 

(240 ft) 2,000 961 Q 10 6b 

Priscilla 450 131 T 3 0a 

(204 ft) 550 160 T 3 1-a 

650 189 T 3 la 

750 218 T 3 la 

850 247 T 3 lb 

1,050 305 T 3 lb 

Q 3 — Gage believed clofged 

1,350 392 Q 3 lb 

Q 3 — Gage believed clogge.i 

1,650 479 Q 

Q 

3 

10 

Ic 
Ic 

2,000 581 T 

Q 

Q 

3 

3 

10 

NR ^ 
Ic 
Ic 

• 

Q 
Q 
s 

3 

10 
3 

NR 
1 + c 

1 + b 

Project 34.1 
>        Reference 22 

s 10 1 + c 

G 3 1 + c 

G 10 l.c 

2.500 726 T 

Q 
Q 

3 
3 

10 

3b   J 

3c 
3 c 

3,000 871 Q 

Q 

3 

10 
NR 
5c 

3,500 1,016 Q 

Q 

3 

10 

6b 

6b 

Teapot-12 1.250 428 Q 3 lb 

(asphalt) 1,500 514 Q 3 2-d Gago believed clogged 

(13. ft) 
1.750 599 

Q 

Q 

10 2c 

1,750 599 Q 10 2c 

2,000 685 Q 

Q 
S 

G 

3 

10 

3 

3 

4 c 

4d 

4b 

NR 

2.250 770 Q 10 4d 
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TABLE  4.8    CONTINUED 

Q, pitot-lube differential pressure; NR, no re coid; S, Snob-gage differential pressure: 
G, Greg-ga^e pressure; T, total-head pressu: *&. 

Shot 
A-scaled 

Height of Burst 

A-scaled 
Ground 

Ground 
Range 

*           Range 

Gage 
Type 

Gage 
Height 

Wave -for 

ype 

m 
Remarks 

ft                 ft ft 

2,500             856 Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
s 

3 
10 
25 
40 

3 

4e 
4e 
4d 
4d 
4d 

G 3 4c Cable break; partial 
record 

'2,750             942 Q 3 NR 
;{,000          i.027 Q 3 5c Gage believed clogged 

lcapul-6 1,300             624 Q 10 2c 
(asphalt) 1,650             792 Q 10 4c 

(137 ft) 2,000             961 Q 10 4d 

can be made.   The only really close-in measurements are the total-head results and these wave 
forms are all a or b indices; these measurements probably reflect somewhat the gage design, 
which is probably less sensitive than the puot tube to entrained dust.   The data plotted in Figure 
4.25 indicate that there is a» area (enclosed by heavy-dashed line) in which the c, d, and e types 
are concentrated; that is, at the ground ranges and burst heights corresponding to this area one 
would expect the pitot-tabe differential pressure wave forms to deviate most markedly from their 
overpressure counterparts.   It should be noted that the area designated on Figure 4.25 is based 
upon available data; therefore, as more data are taken, this area will be more clearly defined 
and will probably grow iu size. 

It will be noted in Figure 4.25 and Table 4.8 that there are few c, d, or e designations associ- 
ated with overpressure forms of Types 6, 7, and 8; it appears that the greatest deviations are 
associated with Types 2, 3, and 4.   The data taken over asphalt appear to be more disturbed than 
corresponding data ever the desert; also, the disturbances (or deviations) seem to persist to 
larger ground ranges over the iisphalt. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE 

Project 1.3 obtained usable records on 39 of its 47 electronic recording channels, although 5 
OA these were incomplete due to cable breaks during the positive phase.   Of the 8 lost records, 
6 were due to jamming of paper in one oscillograph, 1 was destroyed by the induction signal, and 
1 was lost for undetermined reasons. 

5.2 ARRIVAL TIME AND SHOCK VELOCITY 

Shock-arrival time agrees well with that predicted over an ideal surface at 450 feet.   At sub- 
sequent ranges, the first arrival is the precursor which always precedes the ideal surface pre- 
diction, whereas the main wave lags it.   Only at 2,500- and 3,000-foot range^, after precursor 
dissipation, do main-wave arrivals approximate those predicted over an ideal surface. 

At the clofeest stations, the computed trace velocity, based on arrival-time data from pres- 
sure gages and blast switcnes, agrees with that predicted ever an ideal surface.   Farther out, 
at about 500 feet, Priscilla shock velocity begins to deviate markedly from the ideal, exceeding 
the ideal surface velocities out to about 2,000-foot range, where there is agreement.   Computa- 
tions of preshock-arrival surface temperatures yield values significantly higher than those com- 
puted for Teapot Shot 12. 

5.3 PRECURSOR FORMATION AND PRESSURES 

The precirsor wave began between 450 and 550 feet, peaked at around 650 feet, was fully 
developed between 850 and 1,350 feet, and dissipated rapidly between 2,000 and 2,500 feet. 

Maximum precursor ove pressures out to about 1,000 feet were approximately one tenth the 
peak overpressure and decreased with ground range at about the same rate as the peak over- 
pressure. 

Comparison of maximum precurbor overpressure of Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 and Priscilla 
(approximately same scaled height of burst) shows Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 pressures to be 
somewhat higher than those for Priscilla. 

Total-head precursor maxima shovv similar behavior to that of the peak main-wave pressure, 
with precursor pressures decreasing steeply with increasing ground range, leveling off between 
850 and 1,350 feet, and finally decreasing abruptly at 2,500 feet. 

Pitot-tube differential pressures (total-head minus static) for the precursor do not rise to 
high pressures (above 200 psi) as does the main wave between 850 and 1;350 feet. 

Analyses (Reference 8) of precursor-type flows caused by a layer of air which is preheated 
by thermal radiation before shock arrival indicates that this layer cannot be a "throughgoing" 
layer but must be accumulated into a bubble under the Mach stem when the stagnation pressure 
in the heated layer is less than the static pressure downstream of the shock.   The transition to 
a throughgoing layer occurs when the dust cloud begins to lag the Mach stem.   When the occur- 
rence of transition predicted by this theory is compared with data from precursor-forming shots, 
theory and experimental results are in close agreement. 

The uynamits of bubble collapse are not treated L»y the theory, but the mechanism of transition 
appears to be first a supersonic flow over the bubble with two shocks, the.i a weak oblique shock 
with subho tie flow over the bubble, a strong oblique shock, and finally a throughgoing layer. 
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It appears that the premrsor collapses from the rear with a sudden increase in main wave 
velocity.   Since this occurs well before transition to a throughgoing layer on Upshot-Knothole 
Shot 10 and Prise ilia, it is suggested that collapse must he associated with some change in the 
shape of the buoble and shock structure possibly due to a change in the rate of heating of the 
bubble. 

5.4   MAIN-WAVE PRESSURES AND WAVE FORMS 

5.4.1 Overpressure.   At the highest recorded pressures, Prise ilia results ag/ee well with 
those predicted over an ideal surface.   Surface peak-overpressure measurements exhibit the 
depression below the ideal curve which is characteristic of pr   :ursor action.   Aboveground 
measurements are all higher than surface pressures and show increases in pressure with in- 
creases in height of measurement. 

If the theoretical duration is suppressed to be consistent with the sensitivity of the overall 
pressure measuring system.  Prise ilia positive duration data agree with 2W theory, although at 
very high pressures some data fall below the theoretical curve.   Priscilla impulse data agree 
with the 2WT theoretical curve at high pressures.   The reason for the difference in duration and 
impulse at high pressures is that thermal disturbances close-in create a change in the total- 
impulse («lower pressure decay) without significantly changing the duration. 

Type 1 overpressure wave forms predomi :ate to 2,000 feet; Type 3 are evident at 2,500 feet, 
Type 5 at 3,000 feet, and Type 6 at 3,500 feet.   Comparison of wave forms between Upshot- 
Knothole Shot 10 and Priscilla snow good agreement.   No significant wave-form differences 
with increased height aboveground noted on previous shots are found on Priscilla. 

5.4.2 Total-Head Pressure.   The only data obtained in the region of regular reflection agree 
well with the ideal surface prediction of dynamic pressure.   In the Mach reflection region, there 
is agreement with the ideal until 850 feet.    From this range onward the peak total pressure is 
significantly higher than the ideal out to 2,500 feet. 

5.4.3 Dynamic Pressure.   Differential  Pitot-Tubt   Pressure.   The data are limited 
because the front ports of the pitot tubes were clogged with dust; however, the measured maximum 
pressures are higher than predicted over an ideal surface, with the 10-foot-level pressures ap- 
preciably higher than the 3-foot.   Maximum differential pressure computed from total-head pres- 
sure and overpressure measurements agrees with the ideal to 750 feet, after which the peak 
pressure jumps to 2 to 4 times the ideal. 

Mach  Number  and  Dynamic   (air-plus-dust)   Pressure.    Maximum computed 
Mach number occurs at ~ 1,200 teet rather than at close-in ranges.   Maximum dynamic (air- 
plus-dust) pressure jomputed from Mach number and surface overpressure is somewhat lower 
than ideal at close-in stations, agrees with ideal at mid-ranges, and exceeds ideal at 2,500 feet 
and beyond.   Until field measurements of dust mass flow and size distribution versus time at 
each station are available, dynamic pressure calculated in this way is only a very approximate 
measure of air-phase dynamic pressure. 

Wa v e   Fo r m s .   A wave-form classification system for differential pressure based on the 
degree of deviation from the corresponding overpressure wave form indicates that at close-in 
scaled ground langes total-head pressure wave forms follow fairly closely those of overpressure. 
The greatest deviations are concentrated between 450 and 900 teet scaled ground range and be- 
be>ween 100   .id 300 feet scaled burst heights. 
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Chapter 6 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that laboritory investigations be pursued concurrently with field operations 
to establish the following: 

1. The magnitude of the forces due to dust as a function of dust density, Mach number of 
flow, and target Reynolds number. 

2. The mechanisms which are responsible for the formation and the subsequent development 
and decay of the precursor wave. 

3. The dust registry coefficients of all gages which have been used on previous operations 
to measure differential (dynamic) pressure or total pressure. 

In addition it is recommended that a gage be developed which combines the capabilities of the 
Snob and the Greg gages in a single probe so that both the air phase and air-plus-dust phase 
dynamic pressure can be measured on the same elemental volume of flow. 
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Appendix A 

DEFINITIONS of SYMBOLS in CLEAN and DIRTY 
SUBSONIC and SUPERSONIC AIRBLAST FLOWS 

A.l   CLEAN AIHBLAST  FLOWS 

tj = dynamic a r pressure = V^u2 

qc ' (Pp - Ps) 

M = u/c - local free stream Mach number of flow 
behind oiast front 

Pt = free stream total pressure (absolute) 

P   = total head pitoL pressure (absolute) 
(M<1.  Pp=Pt 

fM>l,  P^ * Pt P        L 

Pg = free stream stalle pressure (absolute) 

P0 = ambient preshock static pressure (absolute) 

^p = free stream static overpressure - Ps - Pe 

Apg = free stream-static overpressure, measured 
by ground baffle 

dp    = total-head pitot overpressure = i g ~ Pj 

p = air density (local) 

u = particle speed of air (local) 

c =  speed oi sound in air (local) 

y - ratio of specific heats 

Primes are used to denote uncorrected, as-read 
gage values, thus 

qi - (Pp - Ps)f 

A.2   DIRTY AIR-BLAST FLOWS 

q* = dynamic air-plus-dust pressure in free 
stream = q + ^ 

05 £ Qc + ^d 

q*' -  (qc + n<pd)f 

ip^ = momentum flux of dust = pju^2 

N = dust registry coefficient of gage, ö ^ N ^ 1 

p^ = mass of suspended dust per unit volume of 
mixture (local) 

ly = particle speed of dust (local) 

6 = specific gravity of dust particles 3r 2.5 

starred (*) values refer to mixture and contain air and 
dust components, thus 

APp' H^Pp (air) 4 N^d)' 
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Appendix B 

OVERPRESSURE WAVE-FORM CLASSIFICATION 

Type Description of Form 

0     A sharp rise to s double-peaked maximum, 
peaks close together in time and approximately 
equal in amplitude. 

Relation to ."»revlous Type 

In its ideal form, it is »he classical alngle- 
peaked shock wave but is usually recorded as a 
double-peaked wave. 

General Typical 

A sharp rise to first low peak followed by either 
a plateau or a slight decay, then a higher second 
peak preceding the rapid decay.   Time interval 
between firsi and second peaks can vary sig- 
nificantly; shock-like rises are evident. 

Ths first low peak indicates the existence of a 
distuibance which travels faster than the main 
wave.   This type is distinctly nonclassical. 

Generol Typical 

Same as Type 1 except that second peak is less 
than first. 

The second peak has decayed to n lower value than 
the first and has become irore rounded and less 
distinct.   Second peek finally disappears. 

Genera) 

A first Isrge. rounded maximum followed by 
decay, then a later, usually smaller, second 
peak.   Pressure rises may be slower than for 
Type 2. 

General 

Typical 

The first peak of Type 2 has developd to become 
the rounded maximum, while the second peak has 
decreased in magnitude with respect to the "-«t. 

Typical 
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A iong-rlse-tlme flat-topped form which ex- 
hibits a long decay time and much hash. 

The relatively sharp pressure rUe of Type 9 has 
been replaced by a slow rise and the second 
pesk has disappeared. 

Generoi 

A pressure rise to s rounded plateau which 
is followed by a slow rise to a second, hlgfeer 
pesk. 

Typicol 

The single-peaked hastay form of Type 4 seems 
to develop s compression-type second peal', 
which may be the first indication of the return 
of the main wave. 

Ger«rol Typical 

A clear-cut double peak form with s rise to 
a plateau which slopes upward, then a shock 
rise to a peak. 

Generol 

This is clei rly     clean«d-up Tyit 5. with the 
compreaslon-ty «) second peaks becoming shocks. 

Typicol 

7H 

A shock rise to a peak followed by either a 
slight gentle rise, a plateau, or la later ex- 
amples, a slow decay. 

General 

Refers to Type 7 in region of regular reflec- 
tion where a a. ;ond (reflected) shock front 
is evident 

The second pesk of Type 6 has overtaken the 
first peak, resulUng In a wave form which la 
close to classic; sharp, single peak is not evident. 

Typical 

Second rise due to reflected wave. 

7R 

A claaslcal wave form. Sharp single-peaked form, follcwed by clasAlc 
decay. 

Generoi 

HR   Refer« to clasalcaJ wave form in region of 
regular rel. »ctlon 

8« 

Typ.CQi 

Second rlae -dfete to reflected wave. 
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Appendix C 

DESIGN ANALYSIS of TOTAL-PRESSURE PROBE 
by A. R.   <riebel 

The presence of solid particles in a gas stream effec- 
tively makes its total pressure greater »han that of the 
gas phase alone.   It is desirable that the measured 
value of to-al pressure, pj^, indicaie this effect.   Ref- 
erence 12 describes a probe for measuring the effect 
of water droplets on the total pressure of a subsonic 
gas stream.   The basis for the present probe design, 
shown in Figures 2.7 and C.l, is the work of Doussard 
and Shapiro (Reference 12), 

Air flows through the probe and out a vent where 
the contraction of area is 4/1.   The upstream velocity 
of the dust particles is taken to be Uj, the upstream 
air velocity.   After a dust particle enters the probe, 
it is decelerated by a drag force; and u^, the velocity 
of a dust particle after it has moved a distance x in- 
side the probe, approaches Uj, the air velocity inside 
the \ robe (assumed constant). 

From the results reported in Reference 12 and the 
fact that in supersonic flow (Mj > 1) streamlines are 
not disturbed by xtut probe upstream of the shock wave 
which is close to the inlet of the probe, it is assumed 
that the collection efficiency of the probe is 100 per- 
cent, i.e., all dust particles which enter the probe 
have trajectories which are straight lines upstream of 
the pressure tap. 

The fact that the inlet passage is flared and inclined 
to the axis of the probe, which in turn may not be 
aligned with the How,  is not taken into account in the 
analysis below.    The inlet is Oared because of the re- 
sults of tests described in Reference 17 which indicate 
that flaring decreases the sensitivity of the probe to 
misalignment with the flow (in clean air) 

The necessity for venting the probe can be shown by 
calculating the thickness of dust,  L,  which would accu- 
mulate in a blind holt     I he lol.'cwuig assumptions ar. 
made: 

I)     solid dust density      lf>(. lb '.'i3 

7/ 

di upstream weight of dust r>er unit volume = 
0.2 lb/ft3 

l     upstream air density     0.1 lb/it3 

/     duration of flow     0.1 .set 

u      upstream velocity     2,100 ft/sec 

(A 
HLK- 

Then 

L = (^ («)■—s- 00 (Cl) 

* 12 v 0.1 - 3 inches 

The equation of motion of the particles after they enter 
the probe (Reference 12) is: 

CD(*^)    (f)^ud 
d_u, 
dx 

(C.2) 

Where:    C    = drag coefficient 

d = effective particle diameter 

p = air density in probe 

K = U2/U, 

Assuming C    is constant   Equation C.2 can be inte- 
grated to give: 

1 1 
3CDP2X i - 1 

4Dd ln "iT 1      "   ü7~ 
-il-i T"1 ^-1 
■^1 yuj 

(C.3) 

Equation C..< is plotted in Figure C.2.    If the following 
typical values are taken: 

C Pi      0.18 0 »•'^ w 
3C     p, 

_,               D        x     .„ x inches 
Then:    — r r     10- 

4      D    d d microns 
(C.4) 

Figure C.2 shows that if x =  1.5 inches, d     10 microns 
and K     0.2, then 

l.c Ud 
x     10 « 1.5, and—     0.475 for K     0.2. 

10 u, 
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Since 0.46 is approximately the minimum C     for a 
sphere with Reynolds numbers in the range of interest, 
the above result indicates that in 1.5 inches a i0-micron 
diameter particle should lose more than 53 percent of 
its velocity.   Applying the momentum equation to an in- 
finitesimal length of the inlet passage, one finds 

-dp = p2u2du2 * Pd u,dud (C.5) 

Neglecting the first term on the right and integrating, 
one finds 

m       l 

pd,   u. R] (C.6) 

where pni is the pressure measured, and p, is the 
pressure just inside the probe (x = 0^ which, for 

cause of turbulence in the flow).   It appears, therefore, 
that the probe shown in Figure CM should not fill with 
dust if no particles larger than 1/8 inch become lodged 
in the passages. 

The error due tc flow through the probe, 

Pt-P3 

was calculated and is plotted in Figure C.3 as a func- 
tion of pt/p3 for one-dimensional, isentropic, com- 
pressible flow of pure air through the probt and for a 
contraction of area at the vent 

£1 = 4/1. 
A3 

For choked flow through the vent 

FILTER 

•M 
PRESSURE     PICKUP 

Figure C.J   Total-pressure probe design. 

K     0, would equal pt) the gas-phase total pressure 
just upstream of the probe (neglecting corrections for 
angle of attack, Mach number, etc.)   For the conditions 
assumed above, pni should include 53 percent of Ihe ef- 
fect ol the dust.    Since most ol the dust particles are 
smaller than 10 microns, and some particle decelera- 
tion occurs just ahead ol the probe, the probe should 
indicate more than 53 percent of the dust momentum 
flux.    11 the mean particle size (bv mass) is one micron. 
Figure C.3 indicates 'hat ihv probe should indicate 80 
percent ol th»  dust el led tor the previous conditions. 

To test its internal configuration, the probe shown in 
Figure C.i uas machine;! from lucite and attache   to a 
one-inch pipe leading to an air compressor and pres- 
surized to p.     Üust-laden air was blown through it, the 
How ot dust uas observed,  and pni was measured with 
a manometer.     This test showed that nearh all ol 

several cubic inches ot 'hist injected passed through 
the vent into the room, and only ;« lew cust particles 
were coated on the passage leading to the filler.    (A 
contiguration tested previously,  where the inlet pas- 
sage was not inclined as in Figure CM,  filled with dust 
around the filter under similar conditions, probably be- 

Pt 
—> 1.9, 
P3 

the Mach number inside the probe M2 is 0.15 (M2 = 
0.16). 

Pt 

K 

0.985 

M 0.16 U2_    M2    u.te 
Uj        Mj       M^ 

(C.7) 

Data calculated from measured pressures are also 
plotted in Figure C.3.   Measured and calculated values 
are in close agreement and indicate that for pure air 
the maximum error is 6 percent for low values of 

Pt 
M, (or—   > 1). 

P3 

'   >r supersonic flow pist a cone (Taylor-Macoll 
theory),  it Mj > 1.2, 

Pt 
—  - 1.9. 
P3 
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the flow must be choked through the vent, and the error 
is less than 3 percent. 

The calculations and measurements above were for 
pure air and for uv vent discharging into still air.   The 
effect of ambient a'." velocity at the vent sh >uld be to in- 
crease the area contraction ratio 

because of choking at the vent. As a result the error 
decreases, but the possibility of filling the probe with 
dust increases. 

The dynamic response of the probe to a step change 
in pressure was measured in a "pop chamber. '*   An 
Ulvradyne Corporation pressure transducer was used; 
the filter was a cylinder composed of wrapped wire; 
20-psi steps in pressure were used.   The rise time to 
yC percent of th<  step was determined to be less than 

2l    msec, and to 100 percent of the step the rise time 
was S1^ msec. 

An estimation of fibre stress at the base of the probe 
is made with the following simplifying assumptions. 

rl hen: 

loading/length = 2r x 0.6q|. 

Fibre stress at base = S = 
Mc 
I 

L2 122 

M ^-^-x l^r --5-* 1-2 x 2,000 x 1.5 (C.9) 

= 259,000 in-lb 

259.000 
S ^—^ — - 107,000   di 

Compression * 4,000 psi, and because 3(8in 30° ) 

1.7052: 

0.6 x 2.000 x 3 x 12      n nnn Shear 3? : = 9,000 psi 
7:/4(32- 1.7052) 

From Bethelehem Steel Booklet 211, Page 60: 

yield point - 110,000 psi, 

^E 
EUTTF 

Assume loading given by a. = V^, PjUj = 2,000 psi, a - 
30° .    From Figure 7c of Reference 18 "local lifting 
pressure coefficient", ß, for a = 30    is taken: 

0) 
(C.8) 

Q   =  P - Pi - P(g 
qi 

3     0.4 on bottom surface of cylinder 

ß    -0.2 on top surface of cylinder 

1=^- 

r = 1.5 in. 

L = 12 in. 

I =  2.42 in. 

tensile strength = 130,000 psi. 

The probe should withstand the loading assumed. 
Transient stresses due to load application should be 
small because the period of the lowest mode of fibra- 
tion is many times smaller than the estimated rise 
time of loading. 
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Appendix D 

TEAPOT DATA REPROCESSED by METHODS 

AGREED UPON by PARTICIPANTS in ÄFSWP- 

SPONSORED MEETING 12 and 13 AUGUST 1958 
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TABLE D-l    OVERPRESSURE,  SHOT 12,   DESERT LINE 

Timeo^ -^-^^ 

Main Shock Maximum 

Maximum Pr«»»ur«* 
Praasure 

Gage 
Ground 
flings 

G«* 
Height 

Arrival 

Tim« 

Muimum 
Precursor 

Time of Main Shock 
Maximum Maximum 
Pracurtor     Pressure 

750 
1,000 
1,250 
1.500 

1.500 
1,500 

1.500 

1.750 

2,000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.250 

2.500 

2.500 

2,50C 

2,500 
2.500 

2.500 
2,750 
3,000 

3,000 

3.000 

J.500 
3,500 
4,000 
4,500 
4,500 

Time of      Positive Positive Wave* 
Maximum       Phase Phase Form 
Pressure      Duration Impulse Type 

MC              sec psi-sec 

0 1576 136 1 
0.331 540 1 
0.371 3.70 1 
0.53S 4.86 1 
0.535 5 04 1 

t 1 — 
0.S3S 4.87 1 

0.634 4.05 It 
>C.64« >4.36 3 

>0.S48 >5.83 3 

t t — 
>0.544 »4.22 3 
>0.541 >3.73 3 

>0.«1» >2.64 4 

> 0620 >3.33 4 

t t — 
> 0.618 >3.54 5 

>0.612 >3.47 5 

>0.609 >2.72 5 
>o.ei3 >2.56 5 
> 0.608 >2.26 6 

> 0.608 >2.38 6 
> 0.606 >2.28 6 
>0.589 >2.01 6 
>0.590 >1.97 6 
> 0.605 >1.75 7 
>0.613 >i.51 7 
>0.614 >1.46 7 

0.1969 519 1 
0.1131 2.C6 1 
0.1292 141 1 
0.1829 1.85 1 
0.1829 2.23 1 

T t — 
0.1829 1.86 1 
0.216? 156 It 

>0 1873 >1.66 3 
>0.1873 >2.23 3 

t t   
>0.1859 >1.61 3 
>0 1849 »1.42 
>0.2U6 >1.01 

»02119 • 1.27 
: t   

>0.2,l* >1.36 
>U.2092 >1.32 
>C 20Hi >1.04 
> 0.2095 >0.98 
>0.2078 >0 8b 

>0.2078 >0.91 
>0.2C71 >0.97 
>0.2013 >0.77 
>0.2017 »075 
>0.2068 >0.67 
> 0.2095 >0.58 
>0.209» -0 56 

1BA 
2BA 
3P3 

5B 

5P3 

5B10 
SP10 

6P10A 

7B 
7P3 
7B10 

7P10 
8P10A 

9B 

9P3 
9810 
9P10 

9P25 
9P40A 
11P3 

12B 

12P3 
12P10 

1SB 
15P10 
18P10 

WB 
17P3 

0 
0 
3 
0 

10 

10 

10 
0 

J 
10 
10 

10 

0 

3 
10 

10 

25 
•iO 

3 

0 

3 

10 
0 

10 
in 

o 
3 

sec 

0 104 
0 149 

0202 

0.265 
0.265 
It. 269 
0268 

0.3465 

0.4525 

u 4525 
0.458 

0 4565 
0 599 
0781 

0.760 

0.786 

„..-2 

0.7885 
0 7915 
0 987 

1192 

1192 
1.194 

1.6115 

1610 
1 995 
2.3875 

2388 

psl 

810 
38 3 
223 
19.7 

16.0 

17.3 

107 

8.72 

105 

6.27 
5 28 

/.23 

1BA 
2BA 

3P3 
5B 
SP.i 

SB10 
5P10 

6P1CA 
78 
7P3 

7B10 
7P10 

8P10A 

98 

JP3 

JB10 
9P10 

9P25 
9P40A 
npa 
r-B 

1*1 p;i 

12P10 
15B 
15P10 

I ftF 10 

I7B 
17p,< 

257 
34i 

428 
514 
514 
514 
514 

599 

685 
685 
685 
685 

770 
856 

856 

856 

856 
H56 
h56 

942 
1,02" 

1.027 
1.027 
1.19M 

1,198 
1,170 
1,541 

1,541 

0.0 

0 

i.O 

0 

1.0 

3.4 

3.4 

3 4 

0 

10 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

0 

1.0 

3 4 

3 4 

8.6 

13.7 

10 

0 

1 0 

.1 1 

0 

3 4 

3 i 

0 

1 0 

0.0355 

0.0509 

0 0690 

0 0906 

00906 

0.0919 

0.0916 

0.1184 

0.1547 

01547 

0 1565 

0 1560 

02047 

02669 

0.2666 

02687 

C.267J 

0 2fe95 

0 2705 

0.3374 

0.4074 

0 4074 

0 4081 

0 5508 

0 5503 

06819 

0 8160 

0 S155 

91.7 

43.4 

25 2 

22.3 

18.1 

19.6 

121 

987 
119 

7 10 
5 98 

8.16 

6.80 
233 
4.13 
3.02 
3 03 

2 86 
299 
2 52 

3 25 

sec 

0 115 
0156 
0.210 

0.275 

0.275 

0 ?36 

0.365 
0.47C 

0.470 

0.47Ü 
0.610 

0.860 

6.01 0.830 
2.06 0.770 
3.65 0795 
2.67 0995 
2.68 1.205 

253 1,200 
2.C4 1.200 
2.23 1.615 
287 1615 

A-scalel to 1-k* rvliochemical release at sea level 

0.0393 
0.0530 
0.0718 

0.0940 
00940 

00974 
01248 

0.1606 
01606 

0.1606 
0 2085 

02905 

0.2837. 
0 2700 

0.2717 
0 3401 

0.4119 

04102 

0.4102 
0.5520 

0.5522 

psi 

164 
686 

41.8 

29.9 
47.4 
25.7 

32.4 

15.0 
16.8 

211 
21.9 
16.9 
13.5 

7.44 

9.17 

8.00 
12.3 

9.97 
7.84 

7.25 
8.08 

8.48 
7 86 
7.17 

7.46 
5.50 
4.57 

4.19 

186 
77.7 

47 2 
33.8 
53.7 

29.1 
36.7 

17,0 
19.0 

23.9 
24.8 

191 
IS.3 

8.42 

10.4 

906 
13 9 
11.3 

8.87 
8.:.i 

9 15 

9.60 
ft 90 

812 
8.43 

€.:3 
5 17 

4 74 

sec 

0 133 
0224 

0.365 

0520 
0.517 

0.290 
0.520 

0.615 

0.520 

0530 
0560 

0.530 
0.660 

0 886 

0.956 
0.920 
0.936 
0.955 
0.920 

LISC 
1.29S 

1.297 
1.296 
1.635 
1.630 

2.010 
2.400 

2 39? 

0.0455 
0.0766 
0.1248 

0.;.777 
0.1767 

00991 
0.1777 
0.2102 
0 1777 

01812 
0.1914 
0 1812 
0.2324 

0 3025 

.3264 

03145 
03196 
03264 
0.3145 
03931 

04426 

04433 
0.4430 

0.5588 
0.S57I 

0.5870 

0*203 

0.8186 

psi 

If liiflrnrnt from main fhotk maximum pressure 

DaU umiTUin 
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TABU; D.2    OVERPRE88URE.  SHOT 12.   WATER LINE 

^^      uraund       Gage     Arrival     Miudmum 
^**       RMg«     Kalght      Tin»«      Pracurwr 

■r- 

TtBM of     Itoia Shock 
MMimiiai    Maximum 
Precuricr    Praowrt 

21BA 
22fl 
23P3A 
25B 
25P3 

25B10 
2SP10 
2«P10A 
21» 
27P3 

27B10A 
27P10 
28P10 
299 
29P3 

29810 
29P10 
19P2S 
29P40A 
31P3 

32BA 
32P3 
25P3X• 
25P3Y* 
29P3X* 
29P3Y• 

750 
1.000 
1.250 
1,500 
1.S0C 

1.5C0 
I.5O0 
IJSO 
2.000 
2.000 

2.000 
2.000 
2.2IM) 

2,500 
2.500 

2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2,500 
2,750 

3.000 
3.000 
1,500 
1.500 
2,500 
2,500 

0 
0 

3 
0 
3 

10 
10 
10 

0 
3 

10 
10 
10 
0 
3 

10 
10 
25 
40 

3 

0 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

JOC 

0.11S6 
0.1695 
0242 
0.3665 
0.373 

0.376 
0.376 
0.493 
0.599 
0.5965 

0.587 

0.5865 
0.7455 
0.914 
0.913 

0.914 
0.913 
0.913 
0.913 
1.077 

1.246 
1.245 
0.3715 
0.3575 
0.9t... 
0914 

P«l 

30.2 
7.44 

24.6 

9.00 
14.8 

12.1 
8.86 

Tim« of " 
Mftla Shock Maximum 
Maximum Prauur«* 
Prasaur« 

MC 

0 165 
0.255 
0.875 

0.600 
0.605 

0.595 
0.750 

32.6 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiocbamlcaJ retleaM at tea l«v«! 

21fiA 
22B 
23PaA 
25B 
25P2 
2SB10 
25P10 
26P10A 
27B 
27P3 

27B10A 
27P10 
28P10 
29B 
29P3 

29B10 
29P10 
29P25 
29P40A 
31P3 

32BA 
32P3 
25P3X' 
iSPSY* 
29P3X• 
29P3Y, 

257 
342 
428 
514 
514 
514 
514 
599 
685 
685 

685 
685 
770 
856 
856 

856 
856 
856 
856 
942 

M27 
1,027 

514 
514 
856 
856 

0 

0 

1.0 

0 

1.0 

3.4 

3.4 

3.4 

0 

1,0 

3.4 

3.4 

3.4 

0 

1.0 

3.4 

,}.4 

6.6 

137 

1.0 

0 

1.0 

1.0 

10 

1,0 

i.O 

0.0405 

0.0579 

0.0827 

0.1253 

0.1275 

0.1285 

0.1285 

0.1685 

0.2013 

0 2005 

0.200« 

0.2005 

0.2548 

0.3124 

03121 

0.3124 

0.3121 

0.3121 

0.3121 

0.^81 

04239 

04255 

0.1270 

0.1222 

0.3086 

0.3124 

34.2 
8.42 

27.8 

10.2 
16.8 

13.7 
10.1 

0.375 

0.0632 
0.0872 
0.1282 

02051 
0.2068 

C.20S4 
0.2564 

36.9 1282 

Pal 

170. 
698 
84.7 
34. S 
46.5 

37.3 
41.3 
35.2 
17.6 
20.2 

1«.8 
3.0 

16.6 
11.8 
13.6 

12.9 
13.1 
14.1 
12.9 
11.4 

8.76 
10.6 
49.8 
42.0 
14.6 
13.0 

192 
79.0 
95.9 
39.1 
52.6 

;.2 
46.8 
39.8 
198 
22.9 

17.9 
20.4 
18.8 
13.4 
15.4 

U.6 
148 
16.) 
14.t 
12.9 

9,3(2 
IV..0 
:VM 
47.5 
ir,.5 
14.7 

•oc 

0.125 
0.200 
0.300 
0400 
0.380 

0.380 
0.410 
0.500 
0.696 
0.695 

0.600 
0.695 
0.772 
0.960 
0.94v 

0.915 
0.960 
0.915 
0.960 
1.096 

1-255 
1.250 
0.360 
0.426 
0.965 
0.945 

0.0427 
0.0684 
0.1025 
0.1367 
0.1299 
0.1299 
0.1407. 
0.170» 
0.2376 
0.2176 

0.2051 
0.2376 
0.2639 
0.3281 
0.3213 

0.3127 
0.3281 
0.33 27 
0.3281 
0.3743 

0.4290 
0.4273 
0.1299 
0.1453 
0.3208 
0.3230 

Pal 

* If different from main »bock maximum proaaur*. 
t Data uncertain. 

Tim« of      Positiv« Poaitlv« Wave 
Maximum        PhaM Plus« Form 
Preaaur«      Duration Impulse Type 

a«*:              sac psi-aoc 

0.562 111 It 
0.551 7.55 I 
0.378 5.68 1 
9.374 4.39 2 
0,367 4.76 3 

t t   
0.364 4.40 2 
0.367 311 7 
0.S11 3.35 1 
0.514 4.10 1 

t t __ 
0493 3.40 1 
0.514 3.16 6 
0.566 2.68 7 
0.427 1.80 7 

T t __ 
0.567 3.14 7 
0.567 3.20 7 
0527 2.87 7 

>0.523 >2.75 7 

> 0.554 >2.29 8 
>0.555 >2.43 8 

0.389 4.59   
0.222 3.35   
0.267 1.74   

>0.486 >2.95 — 

0.1921 4.24 It 
0.1883 2.88 1 
0.1292 2.17 1 
0.1278 1.68 2 
0.1254 182 3 

0.1244 l.€S — 
0.1254 1.19 2 

0.1747 1.28 7 

0.1757 1.56 1 

t t 
1 

0.1685 1,30 — 
0.1757 1.21 1 

0.1935 i.o: 6 

0.1459 0.72 7 

t t 
7 

0.1938 1.20 — 
0.1938 1.22 7 
0.1801 1.10 7 

>0.1798 >1.05 7 

>0.1894 >0.87 
7 

>0.1897 >0,93 8 

0.1330 1.75 8 

0.0759 1.28 — 
0.0913 0.66 — 

»0.1661 >1.13 

— 
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TABLE  D.3    OVERPRESSURE,   SHOT 12.   ASPHALT LINE 

Gaffe 
Ground 
Rai^e 

Gaffe 
Height 

Arrival 

Time 

Maximum 

Precursor 

Time of 

Maximum 
Precursor 

Malr. Shock 

Maximum 

Preeeure 

Time of 
Main Shock 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Maximum 
Preaaure* 

Time of 
Maximum 
Preaaure 

Positive 

Phase 
Duration 

Positive 
Phase 

Impulse 
Form 
Type 

ft ft sec pai MC pat -ec pai see ae •: psl-sec 

41BA 750 0 0.093 44.0 0.105 183 0.135 0.367 10.7 1 

42EA 1.000 0 0.1335 34.6 0.160 78.1 0-230 0.427 8.0« I 

43 P3 1.250 3 0.183 22.4 0 200 30.8 0.365 0467 5.60 1 

4 SB 1,500 0 0.241 8.33 0245 18.1 0.270 > 0,559 >3.9« 2 

45P3 1.50O 3 0.241 8.90 0.245 19.8 0.5«0 > 0.559 >5.07 2- 

4SB10 1.500 10 0.244 —. — 21.2 o.rro t t — 
45P10 1,500 10 0.2445 19.7 o.2eo 20.8 0.560 0.536 4.3« 2 

46P10 1,750 10 0.324 — — 18.1 0.3CS > 0576 >4.51 2 

<7B 2,000 0 0.418 — — 13.8 0440 >0.582 >3.57 3 

.7P3 2,000 3 0.416 — — 154 C.450 > 0.582 >3.74 4 

47B10 2,000 10 0.421 — — 12.2 0.445 t t — 
47P10 2.000 10 0.421 — — 13.2 0.465 >0.87» >3.«4 4 

48P10 2.250 10 0.5395 — — 10.4 0.5^0 >0.561 >3.23 4 

49B 2,500 0 0.674 — — «.60 0.730 > 0.626 >2.32 4 

49P3 2,500 3 0.674 — — 8.t3 0.720 > 0.626 >3.39 4 

49610 2,500 10 0.679 — — 6.36 0.700 t ♦ — 
49P25 2,500 25 0-688 _ — 6.90 0.755 6.98 0.840 >0.«12 > 2.«1 7 

49P40 2,500 40 069S — _ «SO 0.720 > 0.605 >2.81 7 

51P3A 2,750 3 0.843 — — «38 0.865 > 0.457 >1.84 4 

52B 3.000 0 1.034 — — 4.25 1.075 > 0.566 >1.41 5 

52P3 3,000 1 1.032 — — 4.51 I.IOO 4.63 1.310 > 0.568 >1.93 5 

A-scaled to l-kt radiochemical release at sea level 

41BA 257 0 0.0318 49.8 0.03« 207 0046 0.125 4.08 1 

42BA 342 0 0.0456 39.2 0.055 88.4 0.079 0.14« 3.08 1 

43P3 428 1.0 0.0625 25.4 0.068 S4.9 0.125 0.15« 2.21 1 

45B 514 0 0.0824 9.43 0.082 20.5 0.092 0.191 »1,42 2 

45P3 514 1.0 0.0824 10.1 0.082 22.4 0.191 0.191 >1.94 2- 

15B10 514 3.4 0.0834 — — 24.0 0.092 T t — 
45P10 514 3.4 0.OS3C 22.3 0.089 23.5 0.191 0.183 1.6« 2 

46P10 59C 3.4 0.1107 — — 20.5 0.125 0.197 >1.72 2 

47B 685 0 0.1429 — — 15.8 0150 0.199 >1.3« 2 

47P3 685 1.0 01429 — — 174 0.154 0.199 >1.43 4 

47B10 685 3.4 01439 — — 13.8 0.152 t t   
47P10 685 3 4 01439 — — 14.9 0.159 0.198 >1.39 4 
48P10 770 3 4 0.1844 _ — 11.8 0.202 0.192 >1.23 4 
49 B 856 0 0.2304 — — 7.47 0.250 0.214 >0.89 4 
49P3 856 10 0.?304 — __ 9.77 0.246 0214 >1.29 4 

49B10 856 3.4 0.2321 — — 7.22 0.239 t t __ 
49P2S 856 86 0.2352 — — 7.81 0.258 7.90 0.287 0 209 >1.00 "t 

49P40 856 13 7 0.2376 — — 7.47 0.246 0.iö7 >1.07 7 
51P3A 942 10 02881 — — 7.22 0.302 0150 >0.70 4 
52B 1.027 0 0.3534 — — 4.8i 0.367 0193 >0.54 5 
52P3 1,027 1.0 03527 — — 511 0.376 5.24 0.446 0.194 >0.74 5 

• II different from main shock maximum pressure. 
t Data uncertain. 
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TABLE D.6    DYNAMIC PRESSURE,   SHOT  12,   DESERT LINE 

NR - no record. 

Gage 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Arrival 
Time 

Early 
Peak 

Time of 
Early 
Peak 

First 
Maximum 
Pressure 

Time of 
First 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Second 
Maximum 
Pressure 

Time of 
Second 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Wave- 
Form 
Type 

ft ft sec pel sec psi sec psi sec 

3Q3 1.250 3 0.205 — — 141 0.220 180 0.345 lb 
5Q3 1,500 3 0.267 — — ir2 Ö.278 107 0.475 lb 
5Q10 1.500 10 0.269 — — 122 0.300 119 0.445 lb 
6Q10 1,750 10 0.347 — — 17.. 7.370 111 0.410 2c 
7Q3 2,000 3 0.453 7.13 0.465 26.9 0.485 44.7 0.510 3c 
7Q10 2,000 10 0.459 3.37 0.465 37.6 0.515 66.8 0.535 3c 

8Q10A 2,250 10 0.600 1.28 0.610 19,0 0.660 23.5 0.940 3c 
9Q3A 2,500 3 0.781 3.99 0.830 8.46 0.S55 10.2 0.875 4d 
9Q10 2,500 10 0.784 1.58 0,830 8,1? 0.865 14.6 0.O35 5d 
9Q25 2,500 25 0.7885 2.37 0.895 10.C 0.930 13.3 0.975 4d 
9Q40 2,500 40 0.792 2.77 0.895 6.02 0.975 11.9 1.090 4d 
11Q3 2,750 3 NR NR NR NR NR NR .R NR 

12Q3A 3,C00 3 1.1915 __ — 0.26 1.215 1.75 1.295 6b 
12Q10 3,000 10 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
15<310A 3.500 10 1.610 — — 0.07 1.615 1.31 1.625 6b 
16Q10 4,000 10 1.995 — — 0.71 2.010 — — 7b 
17Q3A 4.500 3 2.386 — — 0.45 2.415 — — 7b 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochemical release at sea level 

3Q3 -428 1.0 0.0701 — — 160 0.0752 204 0.1179 lb 
5Q3 514 1.0 0.0913 — — 138 0.0950 121 0.1624 lb 
5Q10 514 3.4 0.0919 — — 138 0.1025 135 0 1521 lb 
6Q10 599 34 0.1186 — — 19.4 0.12«R 126 0.1401 2c 
7Q3 685 1.0 0.1548 8.07 0.1589 30.5 0.1G58 50.6 0.1743 3c 
7Q10 685 3.4 0.1509 3.81 0.1589 42.6 0.1760 77.9 0.1829 3c 

8Q10A 770 3.4 0.2051 1.45 0.2085 21.5 0.2324 26.6 0.3213 3c 
9Q3A 856 1.0 0.2669 4.52 0.2837 9.58 0.2922 11.5 0.2991 4d 
9Q10 856 3.4 0.2680 1.79 0.2837 9.20 0.2957 16.5 0.3196 5d 
9Q25 856 8.6 0 2895 2.68 0.3059 11.3 0.3179 15.1 0.3333 4d 
9Q40 856 13.7 0.2707 3.14 0.3059 6.81 0.3333 13,5 0.3:26 4d 
11Q3 942 1.0 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 

12Q3A 1,027 1.0 0.4073 — .— 0.29 0.4153 1.98 0.4426 6b 
12Q10 1.027 3.4 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
15Q10A 1.198 3.4 0.5503 — — 0.08 0.5520 1.48 0.5554 6b 
16Q10 1,370 3.4 0.6819 — — 0.80 0.6870 — — 7b 
i7Q3A 1,541 1.0 0.8155 — — 0.51 0.8254 — — 7b 
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TABLE D.7    DYNAMIC PRESSURE.  SHOT 12.   WATER LINE 

Time of First 
Tim«1 of 

First 
Maximum 
Pressure 

Second 
Time of 
Second 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Wave- 

Gage 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Arrival 
Time Peak 

Early 
Peak 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Maximum 
Pressure 

Form 
Type 

ft ft sec psi sec psi sec psi sec 

23Q3 1,250 3 0.255 — — 240 0.272 85.5 0.325 1c 
25Q3A 1,500 3 0.3755 — — 30.0 0.380 52.1 0.425 3b 
25Q10A 1,500 10 0.375 — — 28.6 0.380 47.4 0.425 2b 
26Q10 1.750 10 0.494 — — 21.9 0.497 — — 7b 
27Q3 2,000 3 0.5865 — — 24.1 0.645 32.6 0.680 Id 
27Q10 2,000 10 0.5865 — — 13.3 0.645 15.1 0.770 Id 

28Q10A 2,250 10 0.7455 1.47 0.750 5.46 0.772 3.38 G.930 6b 
29Q3A 2.500 3 0.9125 3.80 0.915 5.57 0.960 4.76 1.060 7c 
29Q10 2,500 10 0.9125 — — 3.48 0.S15 4.48 1.070 7c 
29Q25 2,500 25 0.913 — — 4.24 0.915 — — 7b 
29Q40A 2,500 40 0.913 — — 4.45 0.925 — — 7b 
31Q3 2,750 3 1.077 — — 4.45 1.088 — — 7b 

32Q3 3,000 3 1.245 — — 3.12 1.247 — — 8a 
25Q3X' 1,500 3 0.377 — — 35.2 0.380 41.8 0.445 _^ 

25Q3Y• 1,500 3 0.3735 — — 204 0.400 — — — 
29Q3X* 2,500 3 0.902 ^.18 0.920 17.3 r 980 17.2 1.100 — 
29Q3Y' 2,500 3 0.913 — — 4.81 0.950 — — — 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochemical release at sea level 

23Q3 428 1.0 0.0872 __ — 272 0.0930 96.8 0.1111 1c 
25Q3A 514 1.0 0.1283 — — 34.0 0.1299 59.0 0.1453 3b 
25Q10A 514 34 0.1281 — — 32.4 0.1299 53.7 0.1453 2b 
26Q10 599 3.4 0.1688 — — 24.8 0.1699 — — 7b 
27Q3 685 1.0 0.2005 — — 27.3 0.2205 36.9 0.2324 Id 
27Q10 685 3.4 0.2005 — — 15.1 0.2205 17.1 0.2632 Id 

28Q10A 770 3.4 0.2548 1.66 0.2564 6.18 0.2639 3.83 0.3179 6b 
29Q3A 856 1.0 0.3119 4.30 0.3127 6.31 0.3231 5.39 0.3623 7c 
29Q1G 856 3.4 0.3119 — — 3.94 0.3127 5.07 0.3657 7c 
29Q25 856 8.6 0.3121 — — 4.80 0.3127 — — 7b 
29Q40A 856 13.7 0.3121 — — 5.04 0.3162 — — 7b 
31Q3 942 1.0 0.3681 — — 5.04 0.3719 — — 7b 

32Q3 1,027 1.0 0.4255 — — 3.53 0.4262 — — 8a 
25Q3X9 514 1.0 0.1289 — — 39.8 0.1299 47.3 0.1521 — 

25Q3Y0 514 1.0 0.1277 — — 231 0.1367 — — — 
29Q3X0 856 10 0.3083 3.60 0.3145 19.6 0.3350 i9.5 0.3760 — 

29Q3Y' 856 1.0 0.3121 — — 5.44 0.3247 — — — 
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TABLE D. 11    CALCULATED MACH NUMBER AND DYNAMIC  PRESSURE,  SHOT 12,   DESERT  UHK 

Station 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Maxiroun 
Mach 

Number 

Time of   - 
Maximum 

Mach 
Number 

Maximum 
Dyiumic 

Pressure 

Time of 
Maximum 
Dynamic 

Pressure 

Maximum 
Differential 
Pressure 

(pilot) 

Time of 
Maximum 

Differential 
Pressure 

(plton 
k ft sec psi sec psi sec 

1 750 0 ♦ • * * * * 
2 1,000 0 • * * • • • 
3 1.250 3t 2.12 0.325 81.4 0.350 180 0.345 
5 1.500 3 1.83 0.475 62.5 0.278 122 0.278 
5 1,500 10 1.96 0.450 61.0 0.300 122 0.300 
5 1.500 lot 2.00 0.445 60.1 0.300 122 0.300 

6 1.750 iot 1.80 0.410 52.9 0.410 111 0410 
7 2,000 3 1.30 0.510 30.5 0.510 44.7 0.510 
7 2.000 10 1.60 0.735 40.7 0.535 88.8 0.535 
7 2.000 iot 1.53 0.595 40.5 0.535 68.8 0.535 
8 2,250 iot 1.15 0.940 17.1 0.940 23.5 0.940 
9 2r500 3 0.84 0.875 9.55 0.875 10.2(12.1)J 0.875 

9 2,500 10 1.07 0.935 15.6 0935 14.6 0.935 
9 2,500 iot 0.83 0.935 12.3 0.935 14.6 (19.6) 0935 
9 2,500 25t 0.86 1.380 11.1 0.975 13.3 (18.1) 0.975 
9 2,500 40t 0.87 1.090 9.90 1.090 11.9 (16.6) 1.090 

11 2,750 3 « * * * • * 
12 3.000 3 0.41 1.340 2.47 1.297 1.75 (1.83) 1 295 

12 3,000 10 ♦ • * * « • 
15 3,500 10 0.60 1.625 4.02 1.625 1.31 (1.51) 1.625 
15 3,500 iot 0.31 1.625 1.28 1.625 1.31 (1.45) 1.625 
16 4,000 iot 0.23 2.010 0.70 2.010 0.71 (0.79) 2.0J0 
17 4.500 3 0.17 2.500 0.34 2.410 0.45 (0.47) 2415 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochemical release at sea level 

1 257 0 * • • • • * 
2 342 0 * * * * * * 
3 428 i.ot 2.12 0.1111 92.1 0.1196 204 o.ir« 
5 514 1.0 1.83 0.1624 70.8 00950 138 0.0950 
5 514 3.4 1.96 0.1538 60.1 0.1025 138 0 1025 
5 514 3.4t 2.00 0.1521 66.0 0.1025 138 0.1025 

6 599 3.4t 1.80 0.1401 39.9 0.1401 126 01401 
7 685 1.0 1.30 0.1743 34.5 0.1743 50.6 0.1743 
7 685 3.4 1.60 0.251'2 46.1 0.1829 77.9 0.1829 
7 685 3.4t 1.53 0.2034 45.8 0.1829 77.9 0.1829 
S 770 3.4t 1.15 0.3213 19.4 0.3213 26.6 0.3213 
9 856 1.0 0.84 0.2991 10.8 0 2991 11.5 (13.7)t 0.29S1 

9 856 3.4 1 07 0.3196 17.7 0.3196 16.5 0.3196 
9 856 3.4t 083 0.3196 13.9 0.3196 16.5 (22.2) 0.3196 
9 856 8.6t 0.86 0.4717 12.6 0.3333 15.1 (20.5) 03333 
9 856 13.71 0.87 0.3726 11.2 03726 13.5 (188) 0.3726 

11 942 1.0 * * * * • • 
12 1,027 1.0 0.41 0.4580 2.80 0.4433 1.98 (2.07) 0.4426 

12 1.027 3.4 * * • • * * 
15 1.198 3.4 0.60 0.5554 4.55 0.5554 1.48 (1.71) 0.5554 
15 1.198 3.4t 0.31 05554 1.45 05554 1.48 (1.64) 0.5554 
16 1.370 3.4t 0.23 0.6870 0.79 0.6870 0.80 (0.89) 0.6870 
17 1.541 1.0 0.17 0.8545 0.38 0.F237 0,51 (0.53) 0.8254 

• Gages necessary for Mach number calculation not present. 
t P gage substituted for B gage in Mach number calculation 
X Parentheses enclose corrected q. 
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TABLE D.12    CALCULAi:S MACH NUMBER AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE,  SHOT 12,  ASPHALT LINE 

f 
Station 

Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Maximum 
Mach 

Number 

Time of 
Maximum 

Mach 
Number 

Maximum 
Dynamic 
Pressure 

Time of 
Maximum 
Dynamic 
Pressure 

Maximum 
Differential 
Pressure 

(pitot) 

Time of 
Maximum 

Differential 
Pressure 

(pitot) 
ft ft sec psi sec psi sec 

41 750 0 * ♦ * * * • 
42 1.000 0 * ♦ ♦ « * * 
43 1,250 3t 2.01 0.340 81.2 0.340 199 0.340 
45 1,500 3 1.57 0.255 44.0 0.255 77.2 0.255 

45 1,500 10 1.95 0.430 48.7 0.430 114 0.430 
45 1,500 10t 1.94 0.430 49.0 0.430 114 0.430 
46 1,750 iot 1.28 0.425 25.9 0.425 38.3 0.425 
47 2,000 3 0.90 0.450 14.1 0.450 15.7 (19.9)t 0.435 

i 47 2,000 10 0.91 0.670 11.7 0.480 13.1§ (17.7) 0.515 
47 2,00C iot 0.92 0.700 11.1 0.515 13.U (17.5) 0.515 
48 2.250 iot 0.88 0.640 12.1 0.640 14.66 (20.6) 0.640 
49 2,500 3 0.93 0.930 10.3 0.930 9.85 0.930 

'_ 
49 2,500 10 * * ♦ ♦ * * 
49 2,500 25t 0.77 0.890 7.72 0.930 8.88 (9.79) 0.930 
49 2,500 40t 0.59 1.010 4.49 1.010 4.89 (5.44) 1.010 
51 2,750 3 * ♦ ♦ * * 

52 3,000 3 0.39 1.300 1.75 1.300 0.80 (0.84) 1.165 

A-scaled to 1-kt ra idiochemical release at sea level 

41 257 0 • • • « * * 

42 342 0 * * * * * ♦ 

43 428 i.ot 2.01 0.1162 91.9 0.1162 225 0.1162 
45 514 1.0 1.57 0.0872 49.8 0.0872 87.4 0.0872 

45 514 3.4 1.95 0.1470 55.1 0.1470 129 0.1470 
45 514 3.4t 1.94 0.1470 55.5 0.1470 129 0.1470 
46 590 3.4t 1.28 0.1453 29.3 0.1453 43.4 0.1453 
47 685 1.0 0.90 0.1538 16.0 0.1538 17.8 (22,5)t 0.1487 

47 685 3.4 0.91 0.2290 13.2 0.1641 14.85 (20.0) 0.1760 
47 685 3.4t 0.92 0.2393 12.6 0.1760 14.86 (19.8) 0.1760 
48 770 3.4t 0.88 0.2188 13.7 0.2188 16.5 (23.3) 0.2188 
4& 856 1.0 0.93 0 3179 11.7 0.3179 11.2 0.3179 

49 856 3.4 • * * i • * 

41» 856 8.6t 0.77 0.3042 8.74 0.3179 10.1  (11.1) 0.3179 
49 856 13.7t 0.59 0.3452 5.08 0.3452 5.54 (6.16) 0.3452 
51 942 10 * « « * « * 

52 1,027 1.0 0.39 0.4443 1.98 0.4443 0.91  (0.95) 0.3982 

♦ Gageb necessary for Mach number calculation not present, 
t P gage substituted for B gage in Mach number calculation. 
X Parentheses enclose corrected q. 
6 First maximum peak entered for comparison at same time. 
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TABLE D.13    CALCULATED MACH NUMBER AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE,  SHOT 6,   DESERT UNE 

Station 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Maximum 
Mach 

Number 

Time of 
Maximum 

Mach 
Number 

Maximum 
Dynamic 
Pressure 

Time of 
Maximum 
Hynamic 

Pressure 

Maximum 
Differential 
Pressure 

(pitot) 

Time of 
Maximum 

Differential 
Pressure 

(pitot) 
ft ft sec psi sec psi sec 

61 1,300 10 1.77 0.555 45.8 0.555 94.0 0.555 
61 1,300 10* 1.89 0.555 45.6 0.555 94.0 0.555 

62 1,650 10 t t t t t t 

63 2,000 10 0.49 0.930 3.76 0.930 3.19 (3.55)t 0.925 
63 2,000 10» 0.43 0.930 3.06 0.925 3.19 (3.53) 0.925 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochemical release at sea level 

61 624 4.8 1.77 0.2596 53.3 0.2596 109 0.2596 
61 624 4.fc* 1.89 0.2596 53.0 0.2596 109 0.2596 

62 792 4.8 t t t t t t 
63 961 4.8 0.49 0.4350 4.37 0.4350 3.71 (4.13)t 0.4326 
63 961 4.8* 0.43 0.4350 3.56 0.4326 3.71 (4.11) 0.4326 

* P gage substituted for B gage in Mach number calculation. 
t Gages necessary for Mach number calculation not present. 
X Parentheses enclose corrected q. 

TABLE D.14    CALCULATED MACH NUMBER AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE,  SHOT 6,  ASPHALT UNE 

Station 
Ground 
Roige 

Gage 
Height 

Maximum 
Mach 

Number 

Time of 
Maximum 

Mach 
Number 

Maximum 
Dynamic 
Pressure 

Time of 
Maximum 
Dynamic 

Pressure 

Maximum 
Differential 
Pressure 

(pitot) 

Time of 
Maximum 

Differential 
Pressure 

(pitot) 
ft ft sec psi sec psi sec 

64 1.300 10 1.58 0.550 ';4.6 0.550 64.6 0.550 
64 1.300 10* 1.68 0.550 33.7 0.550 64.6 0.550 

65 1.650 10 0.59 0.665 4.65 0.665 4.71 (5.39)t 0.665 
65 1.650 10* 0.56 0.665 4.35 0.665 4.71 (5.36) 0.665 

66 2.000 10 0.66 0.890 5.05 0.890 4.06 (4.79) 0.865 
66 Ü.O00 10* 0.55 0.865 3.77 0.865 4.06 (4.60) 0,865 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochomical release at sea level 

64 624 4.8 1.58 0.2572 40.2 0.2572 75.1 0.2572 
64 624 4.8* 1.68 0.25"2 39.2 0.2572 75.1 0.2572 

65 792 4 ö 0.59 0 -UIO 541 0.3110 5.48 (6.27)t 0.3110 
65 792 4.8* 0.56 ö M10 5.06 0.3110 5.48 (6.23) 0.3110 

66 961 4.8 0.66 0.4163 5.87 0.4163 4.72 (5.57) 0.4046 
66 961 4.8» 0.55 0.4046 4.38 0.4046 4.72 (5.35) 0.4046 

* P gage substituted for B gage in Mach number calculation. 
t Parentheses enclose corrected q. 
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TABLE D.15    CALCULATED MACH NUMBER AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE,   SHOT 12,   WATER LINE 

Station 
Ground 
Range 

Gage 
Height 

Maximum 
Mach 

Number 

Time of 
Maximum 

Mach 
Number 

Maximum 
Dynamic 

Pressure 

Time of 
Maximum 
Dynamic 

Pressure 

Maximum 
Differential 

Pressure 
(pilot) 

Time of 
Maximum 

Differential 
Pressure 

(Fitot) 
ft ft sec psi sec psi sec 

21 750 0 * * • * * « 
22 1,000 0 ♦ * * • « * 
23 1.250 3t 2.25 0.272 89.6 0.285 240 0.272 
25 1.500 3 1.28 0.380 38.7 0.425 52.1 0.425 
25 1,500 10 1.22 0.380 34,7 0.380 47.4 0.425 
25 1,500 10t 1.28 0.420 33.5 0.425 47.4 0.425 

26 1,750 iot 0.76 0.497 19.0 0.497 21.9 (27.5)t 0.497 
27 2.000 3 1.23 0.680 22,9 0.680 32.6 0.680 
27 2,000 10 0.85 0.630 11.4 0.770 15.1 (20.3) 0.770 
27 2,000 iot 0.90 0770 12.4 0.770 15 1 (21.9) 0,770 
28 2.250 :ot 0.50 0.772 5.14 0.772 546 (6.11) 0.772 
29 2,500 3 0.58 0.940 5.68 0.940 5.57 (5.90) 0,960 

29 2,500 10 0.6b 0.915 6.76 0.915 4.48 (5.12) 1.070 
29 2.500 iot 0.54 1.070 4.17 1.070 4.48 (5.08) 1.070 
29 2.500 25t 0.46 0.950 4.02 0.915 4.24 (4.71) 0.915 
29 2,500 40t 0.48 0.925 4.20 0.925 4.45 (4.97) 0.925 
31 2,750 3t 0.50 1.088 4-18 1.088 4.45 (4.68) 1.088 
32 3,000 3 0.53 1.250 4.26 1.250 3.12 1.247 

25 1.500 3X 1.35 0.380 42.2 0.380 35.26 0.380 
25 1,500 3Y 1.79 0.385 96,3 0.400 204 0.400 
29 2.500 3.v 0.98 0.995 15.6 0.995 17.3 0.980 
29 2,500 3Y 0.58 0.950 5.81 0.950 4.81 (5-14) 0.950 

A-scaled to 1-kt radiochemical release at sea level 

21 257 0 • * • * • • 
22 342 0 * ♦ * i i i 

23 428 i.ot 2.25 0.0930 101 0.0974 272 0.0930 
25 514 1.0 1.28 0.1299 43.8 0.1453 59.0 0.1453 
25 514 3.4 1.22 0.1299 39.3 0.1299 53.7 C.1453 
25 514 3.4t 1.28 0.1436 37.9 0,1453 53.7 0.1453 

26 599 3.4t 0.76 0.1699 21.5 0.1699 24.8 (31.1)t 0.1699 
27 685 1.0 1.23 0.2324 25.9 0.2324 36.9 0.2324 
27 685 3.4 0,85 0.2153 !2.9 0.2632 17.1 (23.0) 0.2632 
27 685 3.4t 0.9C 0.2632 14.0 0.2632 17.1 (24.8) 0.2632 
28 770 3.4t 0.50 0.2639 582 0.2639 6.18 (692) 0.2639 
29 856 10 0.58 0.3213 6.13 0.3213 6.31 (6.68) 0.3281 

29 856 3.4 0.68 0.3127 7.65 0.3127 5.07 (5.80) 0.3657 

29 856 3.4t 0.54 0,3657 4.72 0.3657 5.07 (5,75) 0.3657 
29 856 8.6r 0.46 0.3247 4.55 0,3127 4.80 (5.33) 0.3127 
29 856 13.7t 0.48 0 3162 4.75 0.3162 5.04 (5.63) 0.3162 

m 942 iot 0.50 o 3719 4.73 0.3719 5.04 (530) 0.3719 
;{2 1.027 1.0 0.53 04273 4.82 0.4273 3.53 0.   .o2 

25 514 1.0X 1.35 0.1299 47,8 0.1299 39.8* 0.1299 
25 51 \ 1 0Y 1.79 0.1316 109 0.1367 231 0.1367 

21» «56 1.0X 0.98 0.3401 17.7 0.3401 19.6 0,3350 
29 856 l.OY 0.58 0.3247 6.58 0.3247 5 44 (5.82) 0.3247 

* Gages necessary for Mach number caiculation not present, 
t P gage substituted for B gage in Mach number calculation. 
X Parentheses enclose corrected q. 
S. First maximum peak entered for comparison at same time. 
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On the Mach number and dynamic overpresoure (q*) plots it will be noted that 
there are long vertical lines cutting through some of the records.   In machine 
calculation the computer punches an "error" to indicated indefinable variations 
in Mach number and q* under certain conditions.   The vertical lines indicate the 
areas of error with the conditions coded by three numbers, 4, 5, and 6.   The 
definition of these codes and therefore of these conditions is as follows: 

Error No. Code Definition of Condition 

4 B = 0 
5 P* =P <0 
6 P* + !^ 

 t.<i 
B + P| 
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Overpressure versus time, Teapot Shot MET (12), Desert line. 
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Overpressure versus time» Teapot Shot MET, Water line. 
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Overpressure versus time» Teapot Shot MET, Water line. 
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Overpressure versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Asphalt line. 
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Overpressure versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Asphalt Line. 
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Overpressure versus time, Teapot Shot BEE (6). 
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Overpressure versus time, Teapot Shot BEE. 
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Mach number versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Desert line. 
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Mach number versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Water line. 
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Mach number versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Asphalt line. 
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Mach number versus time, Teapot Shot BEE, Asphalt line. 
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Dynamic pressure versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Desert line. 
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Dynamic pressure versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Water line. 
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Dynamic pressure versus time, Teapot Shot MET, Water line. 
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